Farm, Garden and Household, j
kind;

helpless charge

Raffle the raging year, and till their pens
With food at will, lodge them below the st<u
And watch them strict. [Thomson.

lje
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Next to providing a comfortable home
f"r the family, the care of the farm stock
is the most important
duty ol the New
Kngland farmer at this inclement season.
No time must ho lost now till the buildings arc all made tight and warm. It is
much better economy to keep out cold
with hoards, shingles and battens, than to
feed an extra quantity of
hay or
the animal heat
Cows that are to come in next

keep up

grain

to

April or
good profit

May. should be giving u- a
It used to be
lor a couple of months yet.
the fashion to dry otf the cows at the beginning ot winter.
Mam people have found out that milk

b. made nearly as cheaply in winter
We do not value our time
in summer
w
.is iu the busy season, and ran afford
give the animals all the attention they
need
if there are roots to be fed, it will
beltei to give them a few every dayail w inter than to feed them freely awhile
and then let them go without.
Roots
should not be fed as an equivalent for fod,s

der, but

as a

Republican .1OURNAL.

Hints.

December

Now. shepherds! to vour

condiment

or

We

appetizer.

heard an old i inner say the other day,
that lie never meant to winter cattle anothei year, without a peek ol roots a day
mi
teh of his animals that eat hay.
It has been a great drawback to the sue>-ss
ol many farmers in these northern
ountries. that they eat up in winter, all
that is raised in summer
We sit toiind tin* stove too much, many
1 us
Farming can't be expected to make
uvery rich with only seven or eight
If we have
months work ill a year
planned wisely and worked faithfully the
oust summer wo may well take it a liLtle
isier now but every day should be made
■

■
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Co-Operation.

A

says the < aught on the sea and shot on the short*!
New
Holmes, Santa Maria! There were but four.
And what was that but a mere beginning.
Charles Jordan and William Millard, three
A bite before lunch or a beggar's winning.
young farmers living almost within a To soul- whose hunger clamored for more?
stone’s throw of each other, decided to
The
victory under the sun.
join in establishing a dairy milk route Witheasiest
no disgust of an answering gun:
from their farms to Pawtucket, Rhode
Steam and speed, an hour's quick sailing.
Island, some six miles away. Neither
The rebels tin* while their doom bewailing.
farm was large enough to sustain a route And then Spain's mercy, and all was done."
alone, but the three together could do it (dory enough for one golden
day.
easily. Neither wanted to take the place With blood to follow, and no delay
To rutile our pride o'er the blow we'd stricken.
of a middleman and do all the marketing,
But wc knew how tin* hearts in tic hilts would
nor did either wish to give up his business
sicken
to a middleman.
So they agreed that When
they heard how prompt wa< our Spanish
each should take his turn on the milk
way.
or

wagon.

Man or woman, or young, or old,
The milk accounts are all kept in one < m shore, or sea—while
we keep our hold
book, and the. buyers at the ullage settle
And Spain’s oil the ever faithful island.
Rich plantation and rugged highland—
their bills by this book, whether it comes
is
by one or another of the members of the There'll he dead to count when the talc told.
company. Each of the three men go with Blood has dropped like a tropic rain
the wagon every third day in regular < »Vr tin- long path worn by the feet of Spain:
Blood to the lips and the horses' bridle*
order, unless for accommodation sake one
Bv the shrines of freedom and other idol*
a trip lor one of the others. Each uses
goes
And any color but red were a stain.
his own horse and wagon, and each knows
the amount ot milk that is taken from the ( aught on the sea and shot on the shore
'Twa- a merchant steamer and nothing lnmv.
different farms every day.
And we wen true to our ancient glory.
The two trips that each one makes even
And we added vet a charm to the storv
week enables him to market most of his
That Cuba's rebel- may shudder o’er.
other produce, such as apples, potatoes,

corn, tomatoes and other garden
products, of w hich each one raises considerable quantities, without, making special
trips for such purposes. Nor is there any
store for
to
uunl u- something.
Absolute idleness hitching up and going to the
all the buying, as well as sellw
T here are a great, many little purchase:
abhor
ing. being done on their regular market
e l,- and chores that
may be done now,
and they are all in daily communithat will save time at a more busy season. days;
is no
All the farm implements should lie put in cation with the post office, which
small convenience to farmers.
good repair. Carriages can lie painted.
I e.der this system <it partnership the
Mane farm wagons and carts rot out taster
cost of marketing is reduced to the minithan they wear.
Hie horses an I oxen must be kept well mum, while each hears his just proportion
of the expenses anil receives equal share
-harponed it' they are required to work in all the
advantages of the combination
All stork should have some exercise in lair
weather. Many horses are spoiled every Since this arrangement has been estabwinter by standing in the stall too long lished all their farms have been really
men have
enhanced in value. The
sweet

■

e

without exercise.

Young

animals need

chance to run than milch cow«.

more

yet

young
increased their stock, and it is better fed

and better housed.

Buildings have been
they like to have a trolic occasionally.
more and better
K not already done, protect all the horns repaired and enlarged,
the land is constantly
b un doing injury by fastening on brass tools purchased, and
in fertility and productiveness.
ups
Many cases of garget have been at- increasing
But little complaint is heard from them
to
horn
ibnte
overfeeding when a sharp
about hard times for farmers.
They pay
had done the mischief
f owls must be well eared for now. if
are expected
They will not lay in
U! weather, unless they are cheated into
:
by being kept in warm, comfortable
tint w ell fed
quart.u
Spring is the natural time for birds 10 lay, and it you would
have eggs in winter, you must make them
belief e that spring is approaching. Don’t
seep old fowls or inferior birds too long.
Y umg fowls give the In-'t satisfaction gen-

egg-

erally

lee that is made early in winter is the
Ihst for preserving it one has neighbors,
.t is tletter to make a
neigborhood job of
It keeps better in a large
laying up ice

body.

ear's -apply of foe! should be providin' ■'
and laid up under cover,
it is
pool economy to burn green wood, especially in hot weather. Some people say.
better be out of the world than out of
tie fashion
\Ye say better be out of
tashion than out of dry wood.
It is no
-mail help to many
farmer that he can
gather a supply ot fuel from his farm
without tilling the cost of it, as if it were
bought and paid for in cash. There is
tten a great deal ol old stuff that may be
picked up that will keep a lire at small
• ><t
Old fences, broken tools, worn out
arts, the trimmings of the orchard, and
dead stutl'from the woods.
\Ye believe in
V

'.

.uking over the wood lot occasionally',
taking tit, not only the dead stuff,

0

but

part ot that which is alive. Remove
alder-, birches, pitch nines and other

a

me

and the more valuable
inferior
-..it- will have a better chance to grow.
IS
Laic had wood so plenty in this coitntrv. that we have not yet learned to value
woodland as they do in
,,r to cafe foi
1
kind-

ther countries.

ami building materials of
kinds may lie prepared with advantage
1! is very convenient to
si til!- season

Fencing duff

a

tiut

an assortment

■

of boards and

plank

itli which to make small repairs
< an t
vou get out stuff this winter for a
ai'iiuud the garden to keep the liens
around the orchard, to keep the
ui
The best and soundest apples
lieu- in.J
w v saw last year
grown in Massachusetts
were from trees that stood in a hen yard,

hand

\\

■

then hens

-amt

ning

at

large

such a nuisance runthe garden, about the
If the large
in the burn.
are

over

toot vard, ot
kinds ot fowls are kept, it does not cost
A
mm li
more to fence them than cattle.
tern
tour feet high is about as good as
one
that is higher, and any common
laborer an do all the work. Now is the
.am to
get the stuff out, and have it ready
tor use in spring.
And while in the woods, think of the
,m
poles and pea brush that will be
seeded in the garden nest spring. We
have -aid that many of us sit round the
-Hi ve too much in winter but this is not a
■

We find some farmers that
fault with all
.rk too much and think too little.
New and valuable ideas gained by reading and study during the coming winter,
w dl be worth as much as any kind of
cap.tai u
can invest in. Farmers,asaclass,demuch
on
the
loo
weather,
pend altogether
and too little on skillful management for
success in their business.
We do not keep
We should
pi sted as well as we might
lead more books and papers connected
with our business, and if there is a new
potato, or a new kind of corn brought out,
or a better
style of doing any kind of farm
work, or any advances whatever in either
theory or practice, that would benefit us,
we
should be prepared to receive them
immediately and not let them be a dozen
tears finding the way to our farms.
[N.
V Farmer.
w

A
In

a

Neglected Implement.

communication

to

the Germantown

telegraph, Mr. M. K. Young of Wisconsin. complains that the word harrow never
buds a place in the list of premiums offered
bi agricultural societies.
He admits that
manufacturers have thrown a great variety
t
‘improved harrows” on the market,
some
states

d which cost from $30 to $40, but
that the main trouble with all these

their bills, take the papers, and know
what is going on in the world outside.
We have been familiar with this company from its organization, and believe
the example these men have set is worthy
of imitation by many farmers who are
now grumbling about the cod of getting
their good- to market.
Take

cup ol
ol
one teaspoonful of soda, two teaspoonfuls of cream tartar, one euji sweet
milk, and stir in flout until thick enough
(ioiiu Fkif.I) Cakes.

sugar,
butter,

two

one

tablespoonful

one

eggs,

Castois On. fob (Johns. Tin* Southern
Medical Kecord says that castor oil applied
to tiic corn, after paring closely, each
night before going to tied, softens the corn,
and it becomes as the other flesh
France has T_‘o,bOO manufacturing establishments, employing nearly I wo million
workmen, and turning out annually, according to the French census, products to
the amount of ten thousand millions of
francs, or about s-J.ooo.oon.ooo
The
a

squeaking of boots or shoes,

source

of serious

so

olteu
be

annoyance, may

prevented by rasping

with a coarse rasp
the outer and inner sole, and all other
parts of the leather which are subject to
frictional contact in wearing, and then
making a free application of good wheat
or rye paste.
As an exeeljent mil ea.-ulv manufactured
varnish tor wicker work, F. Uhien reenni> *110
meiuls the following composition:
part of good linseed oil is boiled down to
a
sirup consistency, and mixed with
twenty parts of copal. This mass is then
diluted with oil of turpentine to the propel
thickness. The varnish dries easily, and
remains sufficiently elastic to stand without cracking by the bending of the baskets.
To have a dry cellar, dig out the bottom
of the cellar, commencing at the side
two inches below the walls, increasing the
depth to the center, so that it shall have
the form of an inverted arch. Then the
earth should be pounded firmly, and well
cemented, allowing the cement to go miller the walls an inch or so and up the
sides for two feet. Then the bottom should
11
he tilled up level with sand and paved
this is all properly done, the cellar will be
rendered dry permanently.
llow to Gut Hid 01 an Imiuowixu
Tok-naii.. One of the most painful
cal operations is removing nails which
There is no
have grown into the flesh
necessity whatever Tor this pain. The new
method is to keep the patient ten or fifteen
days in a bed or on a sofa, with a bread
'This
or meal poultice appli ‘d to the toe
poultice is changed several times daily,
and the toe is bathed twice a day in water
In ten or fifas warm as may lie borne.
teen days the nail becomes so suit it may
he cut with scissorn and removed by hand

surgi-

without the. least pain.
The export of carrots from Bristol, H.
I., still continues brisk, several large
cargoes, amounting to about 15,000 bushels, having been shipped during the last
week, in addition to those previously reported. Quite large quantities have been
shipped by railroad during the same time.
The producers realize twenty-live cents
per bushel, or $40 per ton, which is considered a fair price, although considerably
below the price for several years past.
F#D(1 for Hens.
A correspondent
the care of hens,

dozen and

half

a

got from six

gives liis experience in
lie kept last winter a

Light

Brahmas.

As he

to fourteen eggs per day
through the season, he thinks his plan of
feeding a good one, and desires us to make
it public for the benefit of those who want
to get eggs through the winter. We most
cheerfully comply. Here it is—
I feed each morning a warm mash of
equal parts of wheat bran, wheat middlings and corn meal. 1 put just, enough
of boiling water on to wet it, and give
them no more than they will eat up clean

arrangements of the harrow is that the
teeth are so long as not only to prevent through the day ; besides this, I give them
all abrading effect of the frame upon the wheat screenings and corn all they will eat.
surface, but also when used in seeding to
cover some kernels five inches deep, some

tear some three, and soon,
uiat start and growth of plants, like a field
of oft-replauteu corn.
f armers want a cheaper harrow, that by

causingirreg-

suitably combined results of frame anil

teeth H ill effect a perfect pulverization
i die soil to tktt*
depth of two or two and
-i
half inches at one dressing.
If you object to the depth, Mr. Editor, I have to say
that it is as deep as the harrow in use pul-

verizes the soil in half a dozen dressings;
especially have I to say that inasmuch as vegetable physiologists have
fully established the doctrine that no seeds
should be planted more than two or three
times its own diameter in
depth, no barren used tor
seeding should have teeth of

and more

”

•he'

more

mitting

or

abrading action, or both,
a half inches long.

than two and

Souk of Spanish Glory.

ten years ago,
eight
England Farmer, Joseph !).

Some

A Wrinkle About the Age or Horses.
A short time ago we met a gentleman from
Illinois who gave a piece of information
the age of horsin regard to
es after they nave passed the ninth year,
which was new to us, and will be, we are
sure,Ho most of our readers. It is this:
After the horse is nine years old a wrinkle
comes on the upper corner of the lower
lid, and every year thereafter lie has one

ascertaining

well defined wrinkle for every year over
nine. If for instance a horse has three
wrinkles, he is twelve, if he lias four, he
is thirteen. Add the number of wrinkles
So says the
to nine and you will get it.
gentleman, and he is sure it will not tail.
As a good many7 people have horses over
nine, it is easily tried. If true, the horse
dentist must give up his trade. [Field
and Fireside.

1 he Indiana farmer
publishes the experience of Damd A, Mills of Bridgeport,
The Bright Side. Look on the bright
whose hogs were “dying at a fearful rate”
side; it is the right side. The times may
with cholera, until he turned them into his be hard, but it will make them no easier
apple orchard, when all those which were to wear a gloomy and sad countenance.
not too sick to eat fell to and devoured the It is the sunshine, not the cloud, that
windfalls with gusto, and began to mend makes the flower. Troubles give sinew
immediately, “a marked improvement be- and tone to life—fortitude and courage to
That would be a dull sea and the
ing obvious in three or four days.
man.
sailor would never get skill where there
The durability of chestnut, under favor- was nothing to disturb the surface of the
able circumstances, is shown by a recent ocean. What though things look a little
examination of the roof of Westminster dark ? the lane will turn; and night will

material end in broad day. There is more virtue
Abbey, which was built of that
and is still in one sunbeam than in a whole hemishundred
five
ago,
years
nearly
phere of clouds and gloom
perfectly sound

vorced husband; the cold-hearted, treacherous deceiver-•”
“Stop,” he said, coldly, and with a
strange tremor of repressed excitement in
his voice; “say no more.
Rosa! Rosa!
surely I must be dreaming. This never
can

be true!”

“Leave me, please,” I said, faintly:
I
would rather be alone.”
“Do you really mean it. Rosa?”
•I do.”
■Tell me. first, what is the accusation
which you h:i\ e to tiling against me,J" lie

An

Adventure

We colonials,

in

St.

Paul's.

the whole, I think,
hayo more appreciation of St. Paul’s than
ot any other of our Lomhm
sights. More
than oi \\ estminster Abbey, even. For it
wants a ileal of history to understand the
Abbey anil its puzzling chapels ; anil after
a
certain amount of stock-driving ontf
jumbles up the kings and queens. ('oming
over from Australia for a six months’visit
to

on

England, one of the lirst things i
promised myself on landing wa- to sec
Paul's; and yet it's a singular fact that
persisted.
up to the very end of my sojourn here i
“Never!” I said, haughtily.
had never been inside your (or may 1 -ay
“Am I, then, to he condemned unour ?) great cathedral.
heard ?”
1 felt it impossible to
go back and face
“Leave me!” I reiterated, passionately.
mv relations and friends it l couldn’t -ay
“For 1 never will call you ‘husband1
that I’d seen St Paul's, and 1 made halt a
again !”
dozen plan-, at various times, of paying
“Rosa!” lie said, gravely, “remember
it a \isit.
tint lirst one tiling intervened,
that the decision of this hour will last t rand then another, till lay last day in
Engever!”
sit.

1878.

NUMBER

of light marked tho apex of the soaring
vault, and just above my head I saw—my
eyes being now accustomed to this luilfliglit—— I saw, I say, a rope hanging down
from the vast height above.
Then 1 remembered the spider-webs I
had seen outside about the ball and cross.
And as 1 stood, and looked, and listened,
r heard faint sounds of
hammering and
knocking. Men were at work hundreds
of feet above; a light shown here and
there, twinkling like a star.
In years gone by 1 used to be a famous
gymnast, and the sight of the rope hanging just above my head put me in mind of
my ancient prowess. I was heavier now,
my muscles les.-. elastic; still, there was
some
salt of youth in me.
How many
times, I wondered, could 1. hanging to
that rope, draw my chin up to my
knuckles ;J
The rope was just out of reach, but I
leapt up and caught it—once, twice,
thrice. 1 felt a kind of emulation with
my old self; 1 wanted to persuade myself
that 1 had not lost much of my former
prowess; and so 1 went to drawing myself up and letting mysell down, not
touching the ground, till 1 grew tired,
ami stretched myself out, expecting just
to reach the pavement with my toes.
But
1 couldn't reach it
Hasting a glance below me, 1 saw with horror that the flooring had vanished from under me I was
swinging suspended by my hand' high up

28.

From the Portland Advertiser.

Shall Laws to Protect Human Life be
Reinvigoratod ?

•’lie Sunday Star of this city has an article against capital punishment, which
contains more argument, ami comes more
directly to the point, than most that is said
upon that side
1'lie attempt to show that many who
favor severe punishment arc scutimentalis[s is an ingenious arid not wholly unsueeesstul one. It is not however tin importtaut consideration.
I*er«< mil feeling is
undoubtedly a large element at botli opinion' upon the subject and it i'not possible
or desirable that it should be otherwise
The Star however, unlike many of its
school, does not stop to express its horror
and repugnance at the gallows—the universal horror which is largely relied upon to
make crime itself repugnant—but proceeds
to give reasons
against its continuance

there is too little distinction between them
to have the last
sufficiently appreciated
and enjoyed as an honor and reward, and
the first permanently felt as a punishment
and disgrace ot being a convict and tin
unaccustomed privation of liberty, an
grievous and show themselves in impaired
health and depressed spirits; that, long
eoniiuements, where the convict ceases to
plot his escape and tails into the routine of
habitual prisoners lairly show. A lot in
life to which men so easily and comfortably conform themselves does not have
sufficient terror in the imagination of had
men to keep them from crime.
Then again it ought to be considered
how unjust it is to expose tin* lives ol
valuable citizens to the malicious passion>
of men capable of murder, who hope to
achieve liberty byt lie killing of their keepers. This is no'prob'cniatical danger. I'll,wardens of our State prison and of .Mass
have both within a few years fallen victim'
to the ferocity of convicts.
At the rate awliieli murders have increased in this State
dur ng the last year we shall soon have a
hundred dangerous and desperate men to
keep m prison for life. Who will under
take tlie dangerou task of guarding them
The fear of them will lie so great tiiat
their keepers will be compelled either for
the sake of saving their own lives to relax
their vigilance or the strictness of their
regulations and so virtually connive at
their escape, or putting themselves ivsn
lately between them and liberty will make
every plot for escape involve their own

had rnme, my pilgrimage unperdeatii.
(1 1I M i'jii
••Experience lias shown that executions have
formed. This last day, however, t kept
no tendency to repress crime.
Whendesth was
clear of engagement, on purpose to see
tile penalty for larceny in England both larceny
And also ill I onnrctirm. where ...
and murder were more frequent than now.
the place. Before [ was out ot bed in the
Wils.,11 culled the Warden to hi' cell door r.i
lady in lilaek Was by my side again like a
Those
states of the l nion where the eallnvs i>
i'
thrust into him a Unite lived io a at
morning t had a telegram cd' importance,
still in use do not enjoy an exceptional .,Hum- -Toimuil.
phantom.
which took me oft' post haste to the eastfrom murder."
a
am
she
murmured.
'■!
minute,”
ility
“Stop
ern countries: and it was
eight o’clock in
In line, the argument is that If e appreyour husband’s first wife!”
Au Old Crime Revived.
the evening before J reached Shoreditch
“Isabel!” lie cried, starting as if some
hension of the punishment of death does
station
on my return journey
1
Mow
was
l
lit'
bail
stricken
him
blow
not
deter
from
by the McKay If 1
die
ot
murder
it
crime
stunning
! llnxie interest excited
bound to start early next morning lo
ease, which i- regarded :.s tin
this be the fact then otic reason
es, Isabel," she answered, “your unupon
j
.1,
1
..I*
Linreach
Brindisi
in
time
tll-lcu
for
Husband's
First
Wife.
the
Italian
mail,
My
which capital puv ishmeut has been mainworthy. sinning, yet repentant wife. Now I and it thus seemed as if it were
my fate to
tained i' untenable
To support thi- as- I the fact of its involving properly
1!Y AMY UAMMM.I’i!.
listen. Rosa Rayner, to the story of ray
held by her alleged murderer. Richard I
last
ot
P:
ill's.
chance
entering St.
we are told that men continue to
sertion
life, and let your husband be acquitted or mis,-my
in lie dome.
Robinson, revive-, the slur, of that dr. n’
be married
"Sucli a i-liilil
Still, I was determined not to throw away
said Aunt eondemned
fear
of
commit
murder
ii
of
the
thereto.
according
Perhaps, if I had dropped at that mo- deatli at the hands spite
ful crime, whim the St. I,tail- RcpiilTabitha
of
and
that
And in a low, monotonous tone, like adianee; it might be that the cathedra, ment, I
justiet
might have escaped with only a men in
‘•Helen d.-wetl
was -till open: and i
can gives as follows:
out a fast■'Not -Klee!, vet !" said olil .Mrs. Aler- one
frepicked
dole
more
a
death
she
told
of
England aeliially
warrant,
serious shaking; but i hesitated, and was
reading
whose pf iper name wa: Dorcas |»< •••!.
win.
when
the
were
with
how an old lover had wooed and won her looking horse from the row of hansoms, lost.
punished
Slowly and steadily, the rope was quently.
was at the
and bade the driver put me down in the
time of the murder tu it \
■1 don't know wiiat this world is comaway from her wifely fidelity, ere yet the
wound up. 1 shut my eyes. Surely death, that they now do, when they are three
years of age. of luagnilie. : t. rn
with
a
few
months
ing to!" said Desire Higgins, who at honeymoon had waned over her bridal shortest possible time at the corner of St being
imprisonthis was a hideous delusion that another punished
All this is undoubtedly true, and vivaeioii.s manners, graceful irn.iv and
forty-six, was an uugathered rose upon flowers; how she had lied with the gay Paul's church-yard.
moment would dispel. But no: as 1 look- ment.
..u
most attractive features. At -ixtee
As i descended lroni the eab, and stood
the hush of “maiden meditation.”
the
1
of
death
apprehensio
may still
Lothario; how judgment and repentance
ed down the floor below was almost lust vet
of age slie tell Augusta, Me Inn
•.rt11
Yes, it was all quite true. 1 was very had come all too late, when her false lover on the edge of the pavement looking up to
i>, ami may always have been a strong
a
I
huThere
swung,
tiny
her pa
my sight.
at the. giant bulk of the dome, the clock
determent from the crimes of larceny ami place, atul went t<. Portland,
young to get married, and yet it seemed left her to her fate,
man speck, half was between heaven and
i:r
struck nine
The sun had set: but high
as if I had lived a whole century since
murder. The old sailor had never noticed having (lit d Here -he was inveigled
“My life is blighted," said she, “but it overhead the
ball am! cross stood earth. I couldn't hope to hang on much the Goodwin sands until about, the time of a brothel, and from that linn her lift
first 1 had seen Edward Itayner. Only is no reason that
golden
should
wither.
too,
muscles
were
wearied
with
yours
1.
My
one of
out against the sk\, still burnished by the longer.
intrigue anil shame. In I'.
sixteen, and yet as 1 walked down flu* The only reason for Edward
but
1 had given them. 1 made a des- the erection of the Ti nterden steeple,
Raynor's
arrived in Xeu York, where In r
All the lower part of the the task
broad church aisle with the orange wreath silence is a sense of
evening
glow.
it does not follow that the Tent.erden
and
to
raise
effort
hand
over
pity
delicacy
myself
was as checkered and extra.adman
was in deep shadow, rendered perate
in my hair and the gleaming wedding- toward
me—toward one who is not worthy1 building
steeple was the cause of the Goodwin any other of the
still darker bv the thick coating of soot hand, so that 1 might grasp the rope with sands.
circlet on my linger, I could hardly realize of it
large .-ilic- wln-i.
< tli, child ! child ! his heart is a heart
Her. sh.- n.
had reigned with lustre.
that encased it
blit the upper portion, my feet also; but it was impossible; 1
that it was only yesterday 1 was playing of
to which the
The
mildness
of
manners,
be
thanklul
that
have
won
could not do it. Even the desperate engold;
you
Richard P. Robinson, a young inaa
with dolls ami chasing butterflies down it< love
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stout
a
A
in
lhis
lew evenings ago a storehouse
washing was too hard for her, I got
for the comfort of that fastidious epicure,
and huge piers encompassing it. From
but to protect human life from his
hate,
1
am
oli,
in and do it.
S B. Bouncy & Co.
“but,
very unhappy.”
the euretilin, wh
can feed upon nothin
neighbor to come
tlie west a subdued crimson glow ; east- village occupied by
and hope, beside,
She listened to my tale with soft, wfisthurst from the pressure of the large amount murderous disposition,
'file good Irish [woman sniffed at first
else.
and sombre; the
dark
the
men from following his
other
evil
to
deter
choir,
wards,
beful interest.
of corn stored inside, about ”0,oo() bushels,
at my ‘lady,’ as she called Miss S„ but
Alt inehrialw asylum tor "liiled owl*,
the apse showing as stray
while we are keeping our word
“l)o not judge him harshly,” she said. fore the summer was over the kind soul windows ot
”,000 of which had been put in during tile example,
and others who get drunk a
the
altar
in
the
we had
luminous
with
him
in
glooming
penalty
patches,
paying
“Remember he is your husband. Wait gave in and said heartily, ‘Sure, Miss,
The corn, bricks, and timbers canto
the distance like some funeral catafalque. day.
threatened
Badges for hawks so we can tell nc
and let him speak for himself.”
nearly across the street, Mr, Daniel Hon
dear, it’s a nice little crature she is, and White
from a herushaw
there
in
here
and
gleaming
figures
The inadeipiaei anil unsalety of any
“Never!” i cried, indignantly. “He mighty helpful to ye, lave alone her being
had just left the building, and was then
marble warriors.heroes, ney
Where a true
has deceived me; that is enough.
within fifty feet of it. Had the building oilier punishment is an additional reason |
I’m wishing ye’ll get another shadowy recesses,
lady.
statesmen.
exhorter-.
Sonic ministers unit some
are my trunks?
1 will return home at as
burst a second sooner, while lie was pass- for maintaining the clean, summary and |
good when she goes.’”
Under tin* dome, in the great open ing in front of it, lie must have been in- elVeetivc one of execution. In the State's preach ;i great ileal about tiiis vain, vile
once, and never look upon his face again"
(iod
“Ot whom are you speaking, Rosa s’
llow quickly one generation of men space, was a vast crowd of chairs—wooden stantly' killed. The Phillips stage was just prison men are maintained more comfort- world, as it the devil made ii and
lush-bottomed chairs, lashed together in starting to pass that way, and had the build- ably than sailors in merchant vessels, or never had anything to do wit Ii it, and did
1 started and uttered a low cry—my un- follows another to the grave ! We come
(
known comforter and companion hurried like the ocean waves to the shore, and rows, looking towards the east.
housing ing stood a halt minute longer, that must lumbermen in the woods, upon a whole- not own a thing in it. They are terribly
from the twilight room, murmuring some scarcely strike the strand before we roll one of the most central of these I sat have been covered, and undoubtedly some some and abundant diet, at not severe pious but very ignorant people. They torincoherent apology as she went. In tIn- back into the forgetfulness whence wo down and began to dream, peopling this persons would have lost their lives. A large labor, anil xvitli everything about their get that "the earth is the Lord's and tin
that devoting
“There is a skeleton in every vast area with invisible congregation.
came.
force of men were put to work, wheeling daily life to promote the highest condition fullness thereof." It is true
opposite doorway stood my husband.
or to selfish
In soft, long-drawn cadence the bell of the grain into an
house.” Aye, in some, many. We can
“Edward!”
storehouse, in of physical satisfaction and contentment. one’s life to money-getting
adjoining
in some degree vil -.
“Yes, Rose, it is I. Before 1 had stand upon the corner of any street, and, Paul’s struck out the hour of ten. 1 had the course of the evening, and kept at Society cannot undertake to keep its crimi- pleasures, is vain.and
i- in
reached Buffalo 1 discovered that 1 had looking back, we shall see that all the been in the place nearly an hour. 1 felt work all night. Some ,ri,Oiio were spilled. nals without bestowing upon them a de- but the mistake of these pious people
the whole world and everything
left some important papers behind, by houses have changed occupants in a very chilled and numb. Enough of dreams.
gree ot comfort above the average con- lumping
The following epigram was made when dition of its members. This is well, but therein together as vile and vain, showing
mistake. My journey is deferred until few years. The old men have gone, and Let me walk briskly up and down, and
ltather should they
And now will you a generation that knew them not have think of the busy scenes awaiting me; the Dr. tioodenough, Bishop of Carlisle, was it is a ludicrous lesson to teach the honest no discrimination,
to-morrow morning.
how to use the things of this life as
give me some explanation of this mys- taken their places. Yes! while we look warm, glad welcome; wife and children one day appointed to preach before the poor, that but for their honesty, the State teaeii
them usetul as
we ourselves grow old and pass on to join
holding out eager arms—right at the other house of peers:
would undertake to supply those wants it not abusing them, making
tery ?”
’Tis well enough that Gooden ough
blessings to themselves and others, and
costs them such struggles to provide for.
By this time my pride had rallied to the the great caravan whose tents are almost side of this huge world.
Before the Lord should preach;
l>»d in the using
1 paced rapidly up and down an avenue
in sight on the other side.
In youth the
rescue.
A humane government provides three honoring and glorifying
For sure enough, they’re bad enough
he has given us
“The mystery is very simple of solu- other world seems a great way off, but between the' chairs. I had seen enough ;
kinds ot permanent homes for exceptional and enjoying of what
lie undertakes to teach.”
oi a vile
classes of its citizens,—prisons lor its This is a beautiful world, instead
tion," said I,’haughtily. “Only that I am later we feel and realize that it is close at I was anxious to be released, to get away
some of these over-much riglu
and
if
the
of
shadows
into
the
and
from
one,
does
the
world
An
about to leave you-"
and
what
is
Irish
for
its
in
nature
alms-houses
the
living
editor,
of
criminals,
poor,
hand;
better,
speaking
could understand it as such,
“Rosa!”
preparatory work for passing into it, so world outside. For a moment I stood in miseries of Ireland, says: “Her cup “I hospitals for decayed and wounded sea- eons exhorters
bet
“To leave you—at once and forever!” that easily wo grow into it—are born what seemed to be the very centre of the misery' has been for ages overflowing, and men and soldiers
It is perhaps a neces- their speeeh would have a great deal
effect
A
faint
a
dicircle
ter
looked
is
1 repeated, firmly.
it.
and
of
into
not
these
that
wife'of
full."
incident
"The
sary
dome,
upward.
arrangements
yet
“So let it be !” 1 uttered.
He turned away; but as lie turned a
cold band encircled mv wrist—the lovelv
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The

VirRiniiiK Matter.

Congress.

V, V'luvjrux. Dee. 7.
Tin Protocol
11■■ I
by Ydmiral Polo with Seeretavv
-n mi tin' S'.ith ot November was with
on
pprobation ot bis Government
mature consideration of all its eoni"tieiami since that time it lias \-

Nothing

‘1

inclination

ii"

whatever lbr

of il- terms.
excitement in ( 'uba and the

alleged

the Virginius gave
~"iublc foundation for fear On the part
many persons that the vessel and surma passengers and crew would not be
•iuptly delivered totin' I 'nited States
•ritics according to the terms of the
r in eiio iit. but such apprehensions have
; 1.. shared
by the Kxecutive branch
'itr< Government: tor it ean be positively
it. d that there is nothing to diminish its
.fdeiiet in the sincerity of the purpose
Spanish Government or its ability
ini' its engagements.
The delay
lie transact ions have been unavoidable
::!\ recently has the arrangement
el
a
consummation of the term- been

niipleted.

may have been suggested
to the programme, it ean
u
be stated that the Virginius will be
a civil to one of our naval vessels withnexi ten days at some Cuban port
im-u day. and the surviving passengers
d i. vx will l>e transferred to an l'niled
Mat.
-hip at Santiago de Cuba in an
I. biv
']>en manner. The vessels to perin
these services will soon be if they
mu already been designated In the
\\ hat ever

r.-t 'tore

s.

a*

the Navy
the condition of affairs

Kirv ..I

:.

i'ii.-

to-night

lias served to inspire the hope of
.ii d
peace with Spain, in order that
i nited States may continue t.
give
'l ei
support to the Castclar <Gov emit' etf.-rts to establish a Ill-public
1
n::al l’olo has lately r< eeiveda eomu.i .ii from < aptain-Gei era] Jov eliar
>i h there i~ an reference to the

\

..u.

»• i.i.

a

a-..-a

■■

N.
file Tribune's
say the tact of (Gen.
sjgnation was know n here last
to imi a few and was not there
tin subject "1 conversation either
imirnalists or in otlieial circle'.
■ a
did not know it. including one

\

ton

■

Dee.

VtutK.

vi

despatch

Senators, expressed no
been generally under

in:i..•'lit

1'

Ms-

than a week that, hovviation with Spain should ter-tsv in Madrid would be

more
i

g

a.

.»

j,
brief

V

is

\ct

doctoring the
tree banking and

lor

plan

lavors

currency.
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resumption of

<
ongivss s lotihl take advantage of present
circumstances to return to specie payments to
relieve the people of Huctuatioiis of eurrenev,
and tie people expect congress to
provide a
sound currency. The continual llow of
gold
abroad was a continual advertisement of the
depreciation ot the currency. If no efforts
were made
to prevent our bonds
going to
specie-paying markets abroad, our currency
would be handl'd down from generation to
generation as incurable. The expansion of paper urren. y had shipwrec ked many enterprises
that otherwise would have been successful, and
the mercantile community had beeu
seriously
ineom enieneed by the operations of "Wall street.
The proposed issue of bonds, interchangeable
for l nited Mates notes, he considered a scheme
lor the expansion of the currency: and he deprecated an excessive paper eurrenev. Outside
of our own country our paper does not
pass at
par. < >ur depreciated paper is working ruin to
the morals of the people. Labor is cheated and
disgusted; work is out of fashion; lounging is
the autocrat of the times. All obstacles to free
banking would be removed by a return to
specie payments. It would be an honor to the
j lb publican party to sweep away the dark cloud
ot greenbacks, and lie would soon offer a bill
for tie return to a specie basis. He was not
Wedded to any special plan, but favored that
proposed by a prominent financier, that the
Secretary oft lie Treasury shall issue certificates
payable in four years, with interest at $3.(j5 at
pa'-, in l nited Slates notes or gold, at the option
of ihe holder, requiring the banks to keep one
moiety of their reserves in these certificates,
and for the Go\ eminent 1o give notice that on
dan. 1. ISTd. n will pay notes in cash in New
York, authorizing the Government to negotiate
a loan of Sgoii.oun.ooo in coin at six
per cent.
•<cr annum.
The certificates, as fast as remod, may be paid out by the Secretary of
rie:*Mii\ !o
satisfy claims against the GovI nunent. I he return io specie payments would
■d ooiirsc he intended
by some inconvenience.
In the Senate Thursday, the bill for the resumption of the loan of is*»s was passed. The
credential* of the Louisiana members were referred to tile < Olinnittee on elections. Ill the
House, afier
sharp dUciission. the subject of
the repeal ..f the salary law referred to a eomm it tee w iili power to
report at any tune.
The Senate wa- not in session Friday.
Jn
* he House, tin* time was taken
up mainly in
tile introduction of bills and resolves. 'The
standing coininilt*<-s were aiinoiineed.
N\ vsi!i\., i«f
s.
The long-promised
inm.nirii: by Mi
Cnx of New York for the
of
the
recognition
belligerent rights of the Cuba ns w:iv 111:i• t-■ m the House this afternoon and
proved a di-astroii> failure, receiving only
forty-«iiie v.tirs, all of which, but live!, were
Denim raN.
I’hen was ;i decided opposition
en t•» permitting the resolutions to In* referred
h» tl"ommiitee on Foreign delations. A Cuban <i. 1-iraiion present in the galleries were
ii11e11s.• i\ surprised at the result, and wondered
what ad the wai talk iti
Washington for the
> a-t
two w.cks really meant.
The vote indicates very strongly ihe general
opposition in
«
ongress to a war with Spain. or anybody else,
it' it '-mi be a\ oided without too great a sacrifice.
J he Fuhan delegation h*n for’ New York to-
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Other Examples of Party

Pauileriug

Crime.

to

We la-1 week alluded to the contrast
which the ease of Tweed afforded to that
ot the Maine public robbers in the
paper
credit business, who are still
unwhipped
oi justice.
Other and iptite as conspicuous
examples will occur to the reader who
shall exercise his memory. Without the
shadow of a reason the prison doors have
been flung open to Paymaster
Hodge, who
plundered a million from the treasury,
mid lie has been restored to Washington

society.
Another
eer.

is that of Joseph F. MarPhiladelphia, who robbed
treasury of that city. The public
press of Philadelphia and the whole
ease

treasurer of

the
and

nation

hailed this

as

a

as

now

sure
so

visitation of

justice
sign of coming reform, then
earnestly desired, just as the

press of New York and the nation hail the
visitation of justice on Tweed.
Judge
Pax.son. who passed sentence on Marcer
did so in terms appropriate and emphatic

London. 1
7.
The crew of the Loeli
hum. which ran into and sunk the \'ill.■
dn Jla\ iv. have arrived at l’lymouth. 'flic',
He said:
were brought to ]mrt liv the steamer BritI cannot let the occasion pas.- without exish Queen which took them oil' the Loch
pressing an emphatic- condemnation of your
Larn on the timli tilt at which time she otfen-e.
l’lic missapplieution of public money
w is in a
has become the crime of the age.
If mil
sinking condition.
An account of the Ville du Havre dis
promptly and firmly chcc-kcil. it will ultimateh
destroy our institutions. When a republic t.Aa-;er given In the rescued crew
represents coinc- money-crushed l>> corruption itvitality
that the captain and -eeoml mate of the in
gone. It must crumble at the tir.-t pressures
oil
rted
very high authority steamer cam, on hoard the Loch Karn. In my opinion the public are much to blame
i-p,
generally believed that Lieut. Siorlii alter tlic eiillision, and did tint as- tor your otlc-n-c- and others of a similar c haracter.
*.i ii:i
Heretofore official fraud has been renformed the (iovernnteut to-day sist in saving any "1 the
passengers, and
with too much indifference. Whai we
a.
delivery ot the Virglnius survivors ! that the majority of the Lreneh erew c\- garded
need i- a higher, and purer political morality—
■ard the .Tuniata.
htbited lament able cowardice.
a state of opinion which would make the 'ima..
Havana despatch received in
1 he captain ol the Loeli Karn makes the proper Use of public
money a thing to he c-xeigt m yesterday says the home (>ov- h 'lowing -iatcincnt : Alter tirst lighting cTated. It was the lack of this which made
at ha' telegraphed from Madrid a
the steamer and seeing spe was coming your offence possible.
Keyond ibis we see nothing in extenuation of
atp:.rv order forth'- ininiediati sur- dangciMiis]\ near, the captain ot the Loeli jour ease. The
people had confided to you the
f tin- Virgini’ts. threatening, it
Larn wing the ship's bell and ported his care of their
money. It was a high and sac-red
'imructions are not obey ed, l" look helm
lie helm of the steamer was
trust.
You should have guarded the door of
pm
the treasury even as the cherubim protected
•in Spanish malcontents in Cuba a' to starboard but tie -teamer came
right tin- Garden
of Eden, and should have turned
and
treat
them
tit:
across he l,o, h Kami's hows
accordingly
tie- flaming sword against all who approached
1
Dei. 7—Sitndav
o\.
flu people in the tirst boat from the it
aptain
improperly. Your position as a member of
.1
Co aittbori/.es the statement french steamer did not
say she was sink- the bar and as chairman of the finance commitlie has ing but tlie ca-ptain o!'the Loch Karn ol>- tee gave you ample opportunities of
entire Island is tranquil,
knowing
id.
it -i.ll will be arranged peaceasciaing that the steamer was settling the law. You have sinned against the light.
In \icw of id1 tile facts of vcmv ease, we cannot
d -.lii-fl'-tortlv without tin- slightest down, sent out his boats
do less than impose the fuil penalty c>f the law.
uhv
He Huff deelaresth.it lie does
Neither the lir-t nor second one which
.Marcer was sentenced to pay the costs
l.-ave Havana, or transfer arriiod -hurlh afterwards,
it.-!:11
the
bringing
0.1
11...
,mt.- /,!• Morelo. the
,ulit"'
t.l ouptui11.id the prosecution and n dm* of them, hun! tin
Ville- <l,i
las; H iviv, attempted to return, but in
a
o. who arrived by the
,vl.
spite dred thousand dollars, and also to serve
"I tin* expostulations of a!! tin* crow who
ti in Spain
four years and nine months in solitary
wi-iv ]<di un board tin* im *}
Karn and tin;
k'wre at the State Prison.
threats ot her mat«*> to lire mi them, re- eonlinement, at labor in the state prison.
To Yerkcs. the accomplice of .Marcer,
I In* clothing
At ill lout 11 o'clock niaiiifti alongside tin* "hip.
Kiwi1 1 *e<
tire was discovered in the ear- ot tin* French ollim-" who reached tin* Judge l’ax.son spoke in a similar strain,
do k ot' tin* la i-h Farn was dry.
I t.mining slio]i of tin Maine
showing adding that if his ease pointed no other
at
l'liomaston. which was no <ign> ot tin-ir having been in the wa- moral il would at least teach the
,i
long
all the ter.
Finally "onn- Knglishmen seized
e .iisuiiii'd, together with
needed lesson that the treasury of the city
The loss will reach and manned om* of tin* French boats and
nachinen
is not to be invaded and plundered with
\ v iew of the scene this went t<- tin* i‘t*"! in* of those struggling in
'7.
tin* "» a
7 -l! w- tile di'll't 1*011' etlect of the
under the thin disguise of a
impunity,
Only one ot tin- 1-reneh boat** civw as- business
w alls of the carriage and
and that there is still
transaction,
"i"l«*d
in
tin*
r«*vcin*.
The
of
the
captain
p-mmaiii standing, but am badly Loch
Karn considers that the great los* of a power in the law to vindicate itself and
lie -upola of the main prison
sev era! time'
All the prisone: s iife resulted trom the fact that hi< vessel protect the public.
drifted "Nidi a long disiance trom the
eastern wing of tic prison were
^ erkes was sentenced to the extreme
th.-w 'tern wing and placed "learner after tin* rollMnn, before it was
penally of the law in his ease, to pay a
to "iiorteu sail, and from the tardi:..nr-giia:d. They weremuch ex- possible
line of live hundred thousand dollars to
ne>s ot tin* <b-amer in
of
that
it
showing
signals
was thought
iid at o’ie time
from the mi<eondiiet of her tin* commonwealth lbr the use of the
The distiV" n
u .iild lie ddiged tn iron them.

■
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■

mom ami ea'leru

the guard
ing
i'-.u i' tiadlv cracked b\ the inN work is being done to*,e.,I
mlitied in their
iii v :• t- are all
il n
it them a'leep, having been
1 he 'teanier ( ity
,ie night.
water oil tin*
a’.d l.a I a stream
--juaners of an In nr from the
file engineer
t
arting :i iin here
■learner at Thomastnn was unable
machine tie alter the arrival
i.

■.

w

erew

county, besides the
The Salary

Repeal.

■

1.

Several families
moved their ctli*et.s
t"i- the timely arrival of the
*11!
here the tire would have
-■‘I ion- and must have 'wept
gth of Main street. Theliurnwere
arried a long distance.
uses took tire on the roofs from
WiiK will be resumed ina few
In
umiier of eonviet' is 1 tit>.
vv w ith
Wagner, the murderer.
con-

wie.
:

e

;■

prison

■

ii

I
7

r.
:i

1 lie pi'ist >llel‘s Wei'C 11101*1*
I have no fears of
d that hurt.
fhe lire is suppose® tube
ip

111 I'K

■.am

d

■

■

l

an

incendiary.

"settlement of

a

Noted Lawsuit.

I
v
During the war (.co
.1 it, ! ,:ie\ of thD city, substitute broker.
_!,-t. stI on :l charge of defrauding the
i,
rnnient in some way connected with
..lb-r- bounties, taken to Washington,
d b\ court-martial, and sentenced to a
,f •*{",.mm and ten years' imprison:■ a the Mate I’rison at Concord. N li
-rx.

■

■

prison lie made an agreement
ugh his wile with (’ol. D. Alden of this
r■. iiioeure iii~
pardon by paying him

Ai.de ia

o.i

<

iovornmetil bonds to that amount

delivered by bis wile, she taking a reAlden made a strong cfpt for them
at .-.uisidei able expense to secure liis
a.I m but did not succeed until a genervva' -sued for the release of this
.a-- -d i.ri'Onei'. under which Delaney
.1
di—barged, after being in prison a
lib- iver a year. His wile then brought
a ti ui of trover against Alden for the
,1. mi tile ground that, lie did not effect
r.uease of I telaney. and finally recover,1 ih, lull amount with interest, the court
of Alden could
,.
sling no equitable claim
aiiifwod ill that form of action. Alden
o ,i,l the limnev to -Mrs. Delaney’s counsel,
.h-eph Baker. Ksp. of this city. Delaney,
■a ho had alienated from his wife, sued Babei.er lor 1 he money, alleging that il
I his
,! god to him instead of his wife.
lion lias been tried twice, involving
several dav’s time at eaelt trial, but the
jurv disagreed, eleven obstinate jurymen
■sanding out in favor of the plaintiff in both
This morning the ease was to
instances.
come to trial again, but a settlement was
finally effected and the ease disposed of.
tt is" understood that Delaney receives
jjfVMHi, Mrs. Delaney and her lawyer to
have the balance.

\\

I).

I'he oimin:11i-i- on lli
-alary repeal were in sesson
-everal hour- yesterday. and alter theoon-ide ration oi numerous propi i.sit ions agreed
upon a hill repealing I lie law lor all except
tie- judge- and the President. and restoring
the old rate- of pay—Solum and mileage.
There i- also a pnj\ i-ion legalizing repayments to tin-Treasury.
I’lie act is to take
effect I rum the date of its approval, and
does not alleet the pay already received,
fhe propositi m to repeal the President's
ucrea-e as well was discussed at length,
hut the committee finally concluded that
there was too much question in regard to
the constitutionality of such a repeal to
justify it- introduction into the present
hill. Amendment.- to this etVect will he
ottered on the lloor. and there will he a
strong support to a proposition to !i\ the
pay at sujduo and actual expenses instead
of mileage.
I hi- was substantially the
proposition which passed the house last
se-sion. and wa~ agreed to by the senate,
’fhe tinal rate of sTdon was lived in the
conference committee,
’fhe hill will he
reported at the close of the morning hour,
to-morrow, when a full dehate will follow.
A munbe. of member.- claim to he ready
to show laat the law. as it stood, is
really
cheaper for the government than the old
rate, with mileage and other allowances.
will he a good deal of opposition to
Tl
a
-weeping repeal, and, among others on
the democratic side. .Mr. JiandaJl of Pennsylvania i- ready with an extended defence
of tiie present taw.
\-

:iim,

i■

>\.

<
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Tin* plan which lias so often been suggested of sending beef to distant markets
dressed, instead of driving it thither, lias
been put into practical operation by the
Texas and Atlantic Refrigerator ('ar Com'This company has slaughteringpany.
houses and cars which enable it to ship
-.00 head of beeves every day. Ten ear
now on their
way
of ds of dressed beef are
Xew York and Dennison. The company
meat
at
half
sell
their
•■Xpert to be able to
tire price* now ruling in the Xew York
T

uiarkyt

Him. .1. ,\l. s Wi 11 iiiiiis, of Cambridge,
member elect from tlie Kiglali (Massachusetts) Congressional District, anil a
financier of no moan reputation.has placed
himself on record as in favor ol '•unlimited
ha.iking on a specie basis, lor banks of
issue, deposit and loan.'' lie thinks it a
great fallacy that specie payments can
only lie brought about by a contraction
of the currency,
(iovcrniiient should redeem its greenbacks in gold. Its bonds
can be sold lor gold at about par in the
principal money maikets of the world,
and. eonsei|ueiitlyits non redemption is
inexcusable. He also favors the exchangable

bond-grccnback principle, extending

it. howe\ er, to national bank notes. He
thinks this plan would prevent contraction
ol the currency, and at the same time,
would cause it to expand suddenly—only
as if would lie needed by the
increasing
business of the country :‘that it would at
once bring gold into circulation and enable ns, in case of necessity, to relieve a
stringent money market by importing it
from ol her countries.
Some years since the Uev. Mr. burof Portsmouth, spent, several
weeks on Star Island for the benefit of his
of I he little stone
health, and the

roughs,

pidpit
church being unoccupied, he volunteered
to preach for the people during his stay.
'I’lie church was accordingly opened and
he ministered unto them in spiritual tilings
to their apparent acceptance. The preacher,

however, did

not learn in what appre-

ciation his labors were held, until he prepared to take liis departure, when iiis interested hearers sent him a bill tor the use
of the Church
[Portland Transcript

costs ot the prosecution, and to serve ten years and nine
months in solitary eonlinement at labor
in the state prison.

These events occurred no longer ago
than the spring of last year. President
(Irani was

afterwards nominated for re-election. Eacli of the criminals had personally and through his relatives a strong political influence in Pennsylvania. Hacked by other birds of the

immediately

same feather they
applied for pardon to
the then Governor Geary, but wore refused,
(hi the eve of the October election in

Pennsylvania, which might determine the
presidential election, Grant was summoned
by these parties from Long Branch to
Philadelphia, where he was met by Senator
Simon Cameron and United States District-Attorney Swoope. and atler a consultation by the trio, Swoope left that night
for

Harrisburg hearing

President Grant

a

request

from

Governor Geary to
pardon Mareor and Verkes. Swoope did
his bidding and in the morning returned
to his presidential master, the head of the
to

republican party, with the desired pardon
of the two criminals whose robbery was
on a scale almost unparalleled.
A fair statement ot the ease leaves no
doubt whatever that the pardon of Mareor
and Verkes was the work of President
Grant for partisan purposes to aid in
securing his own election. It is not necPresident

whether
essary
point
Grant in thus perverting the influence of
his high ollice by his solicitations made
through the United States district-attorney
to

of

out

of three
robbers, Hodge, Mareor and Verkes, for
their enormous crimes, has not inflicted a

Pennsylvania,

and the

Tlio telegraph reports that President
Grant has made his selections for the office of Chief Justice of the

pardon

year, and pays for
collecting $1,270. Of course it would not
do for the Administration to abolish such
a

custom-houses, because if it did it would
throw some of its political friends out in
the cold. Civil service reform is now the
word.
—---

—For fear that its readers don’t all attend church, the Portland Press publishes
sketches of the sermons each Monday.

—Two hundred dressed hogs were roasted by a lire ip Portland on Sunday, and
pork is cheaper than at any time since
Satan rushed the drove ot shoats into the
sea.

-m

Boston.

I

Another .mysterious ease of murder has
been perpetrated, which bills fair to prove

oi tlie Journal.

other end in view than to secure for his
little volume of less than two hundred
pages a financial success, his fondest anticipations would already have been more
than realized, which in their turn, have
been scarchingly criticised, have had the

spicuous by his ability, is one which in
many respects outweighs that of President of the United States. This incumbent
is supposed to possess in the highest degree vigorous intellect, legal knowledge
and judicial experience—to which should
be added personal integrity beyond
question. He is the associate and head of men
selected from all the nation to be the interpreters of the laws and the judicial advisers ot the government.
The man entitled to till such a position should tie by

effect of

his eminent qualifications so
conspicuous
as to silence all
question or cavil. That
Mr. Williams is not such a man is seen by
the disparaging comments on
every side.
There may be conceded to him great attainments as a lawyer, and an upright life
—qualities that adorn a man in the ordinary callings and spheres of citizenship.
Hut there does not attach those attributes
w hicli draw to him all eves as the ocen-1
pant of an office which is supposed to be

pervaded by profound legal lore, and to
deal out undoubted justice.
1 he new Chief .Justice is a native of
Xew York, lint who twenty years ago
emigrated to Oregon, where lie was for
two terms territorial Chief Justice,
lie
lias been one term in Congress, was elected to tin* l
S. Senate in I860, and appointed Attorney (leneral in 1871. In none
ot these positions as he rendered himself
remarkable by ability, such as the country has the right to expect in a man oc-

into prominence what
might otherwise have fallen flat on the
book-reading community. But now that
the doctor has been soundly scolded bv
several prominent cultured but obviously
highly indignant women, and as warmly
defended in return by such as think with
him, everybody is anxious to try his own
teeth on the bone of contention and decide for himself.
1 have not read the

bringing

public

ex-

pectation.

derstand it, however the writer contends
that girls should be educated in a manner
very different from that now obtaining in
schools and colleges for the instruction

exclusively for boys, and not, as some of
his reviewers would have us believe, that
girls and women should not aspire to and
occupy the same intellectual plane so generally desired by parents tor their sons,
lie points out that tin* peculiar physical
structure of

woman calls for discriminattreatment in the school room, whiel
has heretofore been either wholly ignored

ing

only partially recognized. And while
Dr. Clarke gives strong emphasis to the
ill-effects of putting the sexes in competi-

or

criticised somewhat severely for not laying greater stress on the miseries result-

ing from tight lacing, from the artificial
deformities strapped to the spine or piled
people
Kangor
with the interests of the upper Penobscot, on the head, and front irrational
cooking
are getting excited over the
petition of and indigestible diet, as it ho had intendthe shore line Railroad Co., for leave to ed
going into an elaborate review ol all
bridge the Penobscot at Bueksport. A the ills that feminine flesh is heir to.
Another phase of tins question of sex in
Bangor correspondent of the Portland
Press says of this matter—
matters educational is presented in the
1 he

and all connected

of

Any talk of building abridge over the Penobscot below' Baugor is senseless. Tlie vast
and important extent, of country whose natural
outlet for heavy freights is the Penobscot River,
would never suffer ihc navigation to be in anyway impeded.
Any such proposition submitted
to the Legislature would he killed at once.
If
the road i> built, as seems likely, it must connect with flip Bangor and
road
and
Bueksport
thus terminate at Bangor.
I his is

the kind of argument
that the people ot Belfast made in
regard
to the charter lor
bridging their outlet !o
the ocean.
We could not talk of so large
an amount ol business
passing out of our
harbor, but the proposed bridge wo.dd as

precisely

I). H. Corson recently sent to State Prison
for perjury, has been pardoned by the Governor and Council.

a

Now it i- staled that there will be no reduction in the number of trains on the Maine Central road this winter.

forward ol women’s

bringing

names

in

connection with the School Committee
and the election of three ladies to the lioston board to-day.
Other cities and towns
in the immediate vicinity have also inauthe

tins new

P« u:

11.

m-nlge quest ion
with curiosity :tml interest. If the
bridge
is granted, Bangor that did so much to
;i;d the proposed Belfast bridge, will befellow sufferer and sympathizer.
Should the petition not be granted, we
shall be furnished by our up-river friends

come

with

a

strong and convincing argu-

some

ments against the

policy and right

of

bridg-

ing water highways, to lie used when the
Bay and River Hoad applies for an extension
ot its time to build.
When the light opens
in Augusta this winter, (here is no reason
why Belfast should not contemplate the
arena

and be

happy.

sundry

affidavits of hotel clerks and
way that il claims convicts
the presiding officer pro tent of the 1'.
S. Senate, ot the scandal of l
iking a
wers

a

to

but little of

trade, and also that

some

of

them would stand but a slim chance against
a vigorous assailant on their way home
from

protracted meeting.

a

whatever

At ail events

chosen to places on
these boards, for the present at least, will
naturally be selected for their attainments
women are

worth,

and

as

unfortunately

is not

always

the ease where the other sex is concerned

addition to the incalculable good
that will result to the scholars, especially
the younger ones, from the peculiar fitness
In

and

—The New York Tribune returns to the
charge in the Carpenter scandal, and ansothers in

pass through
not remembering, apparently,
that many of tin* gon1.W»viu*n of tin. nunmittee bad never been trained to and knew

quick

woman

and

thus

intuitive

brought

perception

of

to bear in their be-

half. the 818 female teachers and 1.1,(MX)
girls in the Boston public schools, will
have representatives in the counsels ot
the School Committee competent to present their particular grievances and re-

quirements

in an

intelligent aspect.

A

Branch hotel, and of
writer in the South Boston Knquircr refalsifying Ids name on the register. But lates an instance in
point, wherein the apthe whole business is dirty, and had better
done to two female teachers
parent
injustice
be dropped.
would hardly have been inflicted had tlicir
It is the tashion on western railroads
own sex been represented on the board
to s(*t apart the best ears lor ladies and
In one of the schools the head master was
the gentlemen accompanying them.
It
for a number of weeks confined to bis
makes no ditlerence how sick a or infirm
home and bed with typhoid fever. Dura man
may be—it he doesn't escort a woing his entire absence his salary was almen he can't get
by the vigilant guard. lowed to go on, while the duties of his
Mr. Bass, a Wisconsin man who was reposition were divided between and borne
cently ejected lrom one of these ears,
by the two female assistants. The teachers
brought a suit against the road and recovperformed their extra services without inered >U,biMi, which ends the practice.
creased compensation, and as the writer
—Mr. Morton is sanguine that his new
claims, the school went on without any
scheme for electing a President will un et visible absence ot tin*
governing power.
with general support. He thinks he has Blit these teachers,
possibly from the
adjusted the details so as to meet all ob- extra strain occasioned
their unusual
woman

a

Bong

—

jections by

sight

of in

small States that would be lost
a

massed vote of the

people

direct for candidates. By his plan of representation by districts each State will be
heard, but none will hold a balance of
power to control the result.

by

labor,
of

stricken down, yet, instead
their pay as did the head

are now

receiving
they

forced

sub-

employ
stitute at two dollars per day or lose their
situations. Such is this story in brief, hut
whether the moral adduced by him, viz.,
The President in his message recom- that these teachers are thus shabbily treatmends an amendment of Hie constitution ed because they are females, is correct or
permitting the executive to approve a not, is not so clear Be that as it may,
portion of a bill and refer the remainder however, the women teachers are entitled
back to Congress. Had such a provision to representation through their own sex.
been in force, what a sight to have seen
There are, I know, many questions of
the present incumbent of that high office tloul.itful
expediency connected with the
sweating over the salary grab bill, and schools, in which women are especially

struggling

between

duty

and dollars!

—-Spain has got herself into serious
trouble in another quarter. The seizure
of two German vessels in her Hast India

master,

are

to

a

interested. It is certainly not made clear
by the udyocates of normal schools that
the city or State should, or even is entitled legally to establish seminaries for
the instruction of young ladies in the
school of the teacher, when in nine cas°s
out of ten their first step after graduation
is that which tends to the altar hymenial,
and not nufrequently all the preliminary
steps have been threaded contempo-

“pints”

The steamer Lewiston is due here

the

Sonic

•*

.‘loo

-hipped b>

barrels
tlie

“(

of frozen -nullwere
it\ of Portland,” front St

•John, on Monday for Bo-ton.
I lie Miratniehi.

Thcv

from

came

What was intended tor a mock marriage at a
Fond du Lae evening party, has been found to
be a legal one. and the tiiiiux pair are having a
deal ot trouble about it.

should be, by good rights, just beginning to
freeze; when in fart our Indian summer this
year presented itself in tin* stolen garb of winter, giving ,iis instead of haze and -oft winds
and a pretty imitation of June, a good toot of

N« w
ork lia- a lmlk hath establishment,
whit'll i- patronized elderly 1»v ladies, who think
the l»atlis improve their ln alt ii and complexions
( V»st of a dip, ti\ e dollar^.

with the mercury below zero. Having
sold*’ Us in this manner. November takes hi'
leave, and enters Wilder, a veritable wolf in
sheeps’ clothing, coming on tip-toe in the mildest manner, and beginning to undo the work
of November; melting the snow and sending
u otf the roofs in immense slides upon the head'
of unhappy pedestrians,—making iced porridge
for them to wade knee-deep in through the
streets, playing the mischief generally with

snow

Dickinson kepi a Syracuse audience
waiting half an hour the other night because
her green drcs.- with trail hadn’t route.
The
trail of the serpent fashion !
Anna

Notice i- given that the petition of William
Bice and others, for a charter for a railroad between llath and Portland will be presented to
the Legi-latnre ol Maine at it- next session.

Frida
|;,„

on

stated

a-'

week.
of tin* fruit store, has
oruaiueut.
scales with a sign of the ijr-t iiiulmi

Davis,

hay

peoples’calculations, and tlinving cold- at their
heads at every step.
Despite it till Portland is unusual!) gay, and
night after night the lecture room or Music
Hall may be found crowded with seekers after
instruction and pleasure. Socially, people are
enjoying themselves with the usual round of
Ac. The

Sko

at

were

.vbegan,

on

Wednesday

insen ihle next morning, but

night.

They

are now

re-

covering.
More competition. Two rival minister- at
Duluth, are cutting down the marriage fee to
almost nothing, one performing the ceremony
for three shilling- and theother for half a pound
of tohaeet>.

The cook of -ehooner Sarah tjuimby, at Bo. klattd. got drunk Fridav and pulled the plug out
of the ves.-el'- bottom, eati-ingher to -ink. The
The cabin had been
entire cargo wa- ruined.
broken open and a dog butchered. \ -thing
was stolen.
1 he cook i> mi.-sing.
A yo mg man, sixteen years of age. was found
in aii insensible condition. reccnth, lying on the
street in >t. Louis. Hr was taken to a drug store
ami attended bv a physician who declared the
boy had been poi-oited by chewing tobacco. He
wa- restored to consciousness with difficulty.

there is nothing tiner in (iermany than tin
Thomas Troupe. And a- -he i- authority in
such matters, there could not he higher prai-e.

Attorm v (ieiu ial Plaisted ha- held a consultation with Countv Attorney Wing in enniieetion with the ease of Lowell, now in Auburn
jail, charged with the murder of hi- wife. Lowell's trial vv ill open at the Januarv term »! the
s. .1. Court for \ndro-eoggin count v at which
Judge Walton i- expected to preside. No new
development- in the •a-c have been made pub-

see I have ventured to give in my letter
to-day merely the trifling go—ip that i- floating on tie* surface of a flairs, the eastern part <»l
the state having done the heavy tragedy business to such a fearful extent lately in the way

You

of

lic.

of murders and suicides and kindred horrors,
that our one poor little excitement seems quite

The sufferings of

McClellan,
cisco—

curious-experience

while

ing

the Brook-

She

yard.

occupied by permission the dry dock while repairs were being made, and before their completion the
Cuban dillieully blazed up
Her fllicwrhave been extremely anxious to get away,
navy

and but for what

would be

seems

like Yankee tricks

their1 way t<»(’ub:i, Firsi.
tin* gates of the dock got put out of order,
ami refused to let her out. Next a coal
barge loaded with several hundred tons of
anthracite drifted directly across tin* gates,
and by a singular mishap sank there, thus
now

preventing

on

the

ship

from

coming

out for

indefinite time. All this looks like tin*
curious coincidence by which tin1 steamer
Florida, after her seizure in a neutral port,
an

run down and sunk
in Hampton
Roads, and the quest ion other restoration
settled.
was

\\ hig, which desire^ to
everything remarkable happen in
that vicinity, and is a cynical unbeliever
1 hr

Bangor

sequence.

-'iiini'lmdy

wrote

iIn* large \\
goods store, and w
astonished himsclt
tion. and making a
»f

one

hi' initials in hugein.low panes m ha'
li
hile w iping the giu-' Aidby pti'hing out the in ;■
joh for the glazier.

< 'olhiirn has
grieved tho'i* w hose eye, >.,u-Li
hit of green in w infer lime, hv
cutting d-.w
the wide spreading spruce* that bordered b

a

it i> al'o a misfortune to the side
walk eourlist* who lingered at evening iutLfriendlv 'hade.

grounds.

A better arrangement for
keeping
sidewalk'clear from snow is needed.
The liest arrangement would be a

out

of the

masons dropped a brick on in- n<
Mrs. Smudger-ays that brick* n.i.
natural affinity for dinudger's hat.

bat.

sheriff Norton has notified liquor seller- t.
stop, and says he in. an* business that sh...
haw no let up.
Then* are intimations that h*
has received order- from the (ioveruoi t * that
ctfei’l. Two barrel' t liiptoi th.it earn by
Boston paeket
days ago.

Were

seized

oil

the Wlr.llt

.1

tl-W

elderly citizen who habitually earrie- In
under hi' arm went into Oweu While
market the other day. closed the door and tutu
ed around smartly enough to jab the
mAll

cane

through
to

sec

for

the

him

w

indow

as

Hv.-n wasn’t

though he had been

half a-glaJ
a

custom

choice roast.

a

A young -on of Mayor Mar-liuil was in.ureo
by limning uu.i.r tin- leg- ot a hoi-- w.V
-tiding dow n hill on tuesday. recciv iug ^evi-i.*

The

—Gov. Booth of California, in his annual
message, says that Chinese emigration to
this country should be restricted.

been arrested, and \va- to have been tried on
Wednesday before trial justice Wallace, ot tmetty. Imt the injured mail was unable to appea:
Ii i- now pivttv well understood that m*
further attempt will In- made
procure a m*v>
trial tor t.onion, ami that he will be
utem e.t
in January. !!• i* not so much east down a-

immediateiy

after the trial, and ha- in a men*
regained hi- former indifference ot tnauuej

lire

Hut

In- in-i-t- that he had rather he .\e-ul
pri-on luring life.

1

than remain in

I Hilly Varden semi- uprint. Dolly is doubtle--

an
a

original -n.ry
nice girl in one

the conntrv towns, ami will someday make .i
writer. There are good points in h<-r compotion. but the orthography i-deficient, and into
the month of Tom she puts some >erv objection
alile language, of the wicked meaning of whi
her innocence i- prohahlv uuawar.
A tir<t class row occurred at the Umpire
Saloon mi Thursday night. Some young men.
out on a time, went and demanded liquor, whi
was refir-ed.
They threatened to smash :he

and began

-kirmi-h, which soon fl
the plan ot honnyhr uk
fair—‘-whenever yon-c,
head, hit it." Sum
of the participants aim* out with eyes in mourn
concern,
a

eam.

free

tight

mi

iug, om* was badly hurt by being -truck o\.-j
the head with an earthen spittoon, and anothei
while holding hi- antagonist bv putting a tingei
in the adversary's mouth, got if chawed up.
They all experienced bad headache* ami penitence

nex t

morning.

day last week a youth from the suburbs
stepped into the barber -hop of Cox A Clifford
to haw hi- flowing locks curled.
While the
barber was absent for the curling apparatus
the youth pocketed out*, of Cox's best razors
After undergoing the beautifying operation oi
curling and frizzling until he looked pretty
enough to have his
pjeter" taken, he paid the
barber forty cents, all the nioucy he hud, :iu.t
One

*•

started for Tuttle's, lb sold the razoi 11*?
twenty-live <ent- amt then hud hiiusell poi
trayed upon a dozen pieces of tin, paying toi
the -aine with the proceeds of the razor, uud
went

home.

Clifford missing his shaving tool,

stood out

—

|

In an affray at swanville, la-t week. I >Lu
<ma!l severely heal an old man Maim d .lohu 1
Smith, intlieting permanent injuries, '-mall ha*

to

At a shooting match in a town in Waldo
county. Thanksgiving day, a hungry young
we have the
mince pies
man ate eighteen
authority of tin* Belfast Journal for this story,
and of course it's true. Had it stated that he
ate eight, instead of eighteen, the story as well
as the pies would have been easier to swallow.
But the thing was not well done, though perhaps the pies were. He was one of the upper
crust, hut evidently hail a soft spot somewhere.
He couldn't digest the pies an’ things, though
he didn’t want to die jest yet, the pizen things
•cooked’ him. Had his love for the pie-plate been
a hup-py Plat-on ie affection instead of a tierce
flame, lie would have come out of the furnace
But this disquisition
of affliction nnseorched.
is assuming a wide range, and as it is not meat
to mince matters, we may as well state that the
eating w as overdone, and the youth was rolled
“Pietas fnndamenout aeorpso the next day.
tvm est omnium rirtutnm,” which. Iib»*rallv
translated, means that everything is lovely with

—'I'lte editions ot the Journal containing the Gordon trial are exhausted, and
we can till no more orders.

-.

in

noteworthy tilings elsewhere, endeavors
throw doubt upon the story of the youth
who got outside of eighteen mince pies,
and died in achieving fame, it says—

mayor.

4 trier A < I*, have
launched from their vurd.
tl*e past year, live -homier-,ami have one now
upon the ways already to go off. the fiame of a
brig up. ami the keel ot a -ehonm-r laid. l'h* y
will next week streteh tho keel of the uinth
1 bey have the coni r:nt- fur om- \eaf*- w*
now nil hand.

got out a warrant and started Norton off on
the search. The sheriff shortly returned will
the misguided young man, who was so thor
ouglily frightened that each individual curl

have

new oily of Gloucester made a
bv electing a democratic
beginning
good
—

Xew York from S^n Fran-

■sept Pi, I PM.i'ape Horn bearing FNI dis11.*» miles, came up with the French
barque Loire, having her ensign at hail-mast
and knotted in the middle; some of la r sails
were Mown away, the remains furled, her Mretopmast staysail streamed in shreds from the
stays, the foreyard secured by a brace, swinging to and fro with the vessel's mot,on: her
midship house and all the stanchions and bulwarks were gone, including the waterways,
from the mizzen to the fore rigging, were washed away; and a few men were working feebly
at the’pumps: she was running betore tie* wind
under lower maintopsail, wind fresh from
\VS\Y, with rain squalls and irregular
sea: we asked them if they needed assi-t inee,
and were answered they wished us to aceompa11 v them to Staten Island,a distance of 210 miles ;
\ve asked if they wanted to abandon: they answered no. We proceeded oh our way; they
beckoned U' hack, and poiuted t<> our only
boat, lying bottom up: we immediately rounded l«*, and launched a lifeboat, manned by Mr.
Chase, tirst ollieer, and four men. who went to
their assistance; the wreck was so unmanugahle and rolled so heavily it was exceedingly
dangerous to approach her, except under the
stern, and then with much caution and at a prudent distance: from this point we took them oil*
a time as the boat would safely
as many at
carrv: some of them it was necessary to lower
in llie boat: others, endeavoring to g«* in themselves fell overboard and were afterward*
picked up nearly drowned. The principal
difficulty, after all, was getting them on hoard
tin* (ieheral McLellan. on account of the sea
and their helplessness. I*y wearing ship we
found it smoother, and hauled them up w ith
ropes. When on board some could scarcely
walk, and one, an Fast Indian, could not stand;
while their swollen, bleeding and excoriated
hand* and feet told their tale of suffering. Nine
davs after the Fast Indian died of fever.

counts was seen at the wharf of the Liverpool
steamer, and heard to enquire the price of a
trip across the Atlantic. At present the
scamp is supposed to be cooling his heels—or
W.
hi* head—in Canada. But more amm.

lyn

ai

tance

the matter stands at present, tin- young lady
lias recovered—the oflicer has searched all one
night in vain for tin* villain, who at last ac-

is ha\

men are

made h\- <

«

at

shipwrecked

touchingly told in tin* following report
'apt Morrison, of t he ship < Jen.

lechlc and uninteresting by comparison. It itho story' of a young lady poisoned and nearly
killed by powders of ori’osi\» sublimate in immense doses, administered by a quack doctor,
tied the scene" pur-md by an oflicer
who has
of justice armed with a warrant for arrest. A-

Spanish iron clad Arapiles

;

nt- ami bruise-.
a «-ui on hi- head was
to require
sewing up. lie -u\will he under lease to the La-teat Bailroad I rion-enough
Company, and tin* line from Boston to >l. John I lie might ha\e rolled off and saved hilii-elt hn
will be under one management.
didn't like to abandon hi- new -led.

We shall all regret it. A lady writing
lately from Vienna—where is said to be given
the best music in the world—after hearing
Strati—* orchestra led by himself, declare- that

I lie

Bangor Whig

hear- it -laleil on good
two month- the roii-oli-

authority that within
dated Kuropean A North American Bailwav

form.

a

th

Table of fancy articles for Oiri-itpcan plan.
inaAn .iiicicnt l’« i-driu-, it h o'clock
Door,
t*
hildi- c
open at•'» i.’clock. Admi's,.,n !
under 12, 1‘- t-.

ue

reorganize in another

to

-i

ji.

Peter Murdon's little hoy and girl, aged nine
and seven, respectively, were drowned, lusi
week, at Voluntown. « oim. The hoy accidentally slid into the water, and in her effort- to
save him liis sister also fell in.

on Tuesdav, the -Jd in-t.. Mr. .Jacob La-hot
Waldoboro, aged about tio year-, dropped dead
of heart disease while helping hi- brother \ neat butchering: he had ju-r entered an outbuilding where there wel*e -eVefal men. -poke OIK *-,
and dropped dead on the fioor.

always thcrichest of treat- to the nni-ical. It isaid l his will be our last opportunity for hearing
are soon

aoi

The ladies ot the North « luireh will bold
Levee at Pierce's Hall, on Ihm-dav even Lug
Dee. ISfh. Refreshments -erved on the Kuro

Nearly all the leading lumber operator- at
Bangor are, contrary to the general expectation, -ending crews into tin* wood- this winter.
Operations will, however, be le-- in extent
than for any season during the last three year-.

reached the marvellous. Next week we are to
have in the same course a concert by Theodore
Thomas' world renowned orchestra, which i-

thev

.n<

v

the

young man m Bangor while fooling with a
loaded pistol in the pocket of hi- overcoat, last
Saturday, discharged it. Tin* ball whizzed uncomfortably near tie head of a gentleman who
was walking in front of him.
A

Doria. Mrs. Barry and Mes.-r-. F< ->nidcii and
are all too well known in I he world
of ,-ong to make comment. nee* --ary—their
names guarrantee a success—and a* to Prof.
W'a Hack's performance on that -nppo.-ed-to-he
absurd little instrument, the harmonica, it

as

J1
;•!

A city trader who came m a few
day- a- >
leave hi- advertisement-, remarked that m
pas. year he had advertised $:t0 Worth, a
found hi- receipt- bad increased frit u to ^

one

Mrs. Amanda Hobin-on and Clara Varney
nearly suffocated by coal ga-from a -tove.

weia*

]{ndol|»h-oii

them,

Iiv 1 to M;u
settlers of Morrill.

be

[Age
Something of a sensation \va- euu-ed in
by ei
Springfield h> the hurtling of a quuuit.v of nance providing that all persons, within ertum
female apparel in the middle of the street 1»\ a
limit
'liall clear the wa'k* in front ot tic
man who quarrelled with hi- wife.
premises.
Dr. .1 allies MeKeen, an aged and highiv reMr. Snmdgers
spected citizen of Brunswick, died on the'list U
ultimo, at the advanced a^e of Tt> year-.
Tie
tee that superintend He «*
ung. in tl
Telegraph publishes an Inteie'ting sketch of Bank
building. In pokimr around the otn.-t w
hi< lit*,..

with the climbing of learning’s
—A young man in Camden last week
elevated courts. And should the graduate
himself in the thigh with a pistol
shot,
enter the profession for which she lias
he was in the habit of carrying.
which
been fitted at public expense, bow long
are
i< in trouble with the IT. S. authorities,
progressive down there.
will she be likely to remain ? If she have They
lie is charged with extorting illegal fees
is a woman in this oily, who is es—There
not a heart of adamant or be not positively
timated to trot 33,000 miles a year, after a brood
from pensioners, and lias been held to
she
must
soon
succumb
to
the
little
of liens, which run loose over the neighborin'!
ugly,
bail by Commissioner Clifford in $500 to
Journal.
fellow whose raiment consists solely of a territory. [Lewiston
answer at the U. S. District Court.
A woman in this city Irots more miles
bow and arrow and a roguish smile. And
than that in pursuit of her brood of boys,
—The Democratic State Committee will by the way, some ten years since one of
who are wilder than any liens that were
hold its annual session at the Mansion our city teachers took unto herselt a busever hatched.
which
House, Augusta, on Thursday evening, band,
pie-eaters.
coming to the ears of (he
—The anniversary of the destruction of
Jan. 8th. being the anniversary of the day Solons of the School Committee, they im—The trial of Marshal Bazaine, in
mediately discharged her—for fear of the tea in Boston is to he celebrated at
on which A. Jackson paid his respects to
still drags its slow length along,
our transatlantic cousins at New Orleans.
eventualities, you know ; no teacher some Rockland on the Kith, by a tea-party. France,
decisive or specially interesthut
is invited to be present and
nothing
—A young lady at Logans port, Ipd,, was pleasant morning, a holiday for the boys, Everybody
been developed.
lias
on that mild beverage.
ing
rescued from drowning, the other dav, and she and all that sort of
thing. But I have had dissipate
sent the young man four quarts of butternuts
—The Kennebec Journal taxes public
_Owing to an informality in the call,
as a token of appreciation.
enough of this, if you have not. So before
did not vote on the railroad loan
Probably intended to suggest the eight 1 close, a lew words on another matter, credulity l*y the statement that Hallowed Rockland
and another call will be made.
week,
lust
one
skater.
a
a
is
lias
to servp as
legged
of regard in which lie
held.
counter-irritant.

raneously

ity

I lie crowd ot disorderly boys is verv
laig*
at the Post office on tin- arrival of the evenin
mail.

Dr. Ludwig has sued the Lastern Railroad
tor $I>0.000 damages for
injuries received la-0
winter at the Brackett street crossing.

■

the committee having for some
years been composed of both sexes, and
the innovation lias in each and every in-

;

a i•.

Flic shoe factory people intend, we learn,
increase tin* productive capa<
of tie- work

morning, instead of Saturday,

I lie *i>iluar\ notice in a Western paper
.nlailied the I »u. 11ilia intel i •.me that th«- do .-a
ed “had ae.unmlaled
little money and ten
eliildren.”

v:m>, 1 >ee.

present the all-absorbing theme for discussion in our city i> the weather. All signs
have failed this season, all prognoslicators
have been at fault—even
Old Probabilities"
may hang up bis tiddle. feeling that there » an
be no success in bis line in New Hui^and.
Winter being literal!) but live days old. we
At

ment,

companied

And now the sheriff goeth about like
ing lion, seeking for every body’s ruin.

L'lwiu Rose, Clerk of Courts at Rockland,
had a shock of paralysis on Wednesday, which
will disable him for a time.

**

wafi'ii

li\.|lt

It i> stated that all the employes on the Maine amusements, favored b? the smooth i.-«- an
few moments without at any time showj
Central receiving over $‘l.oU per dav v. ill have strong winds,
l’liese crafts make time tb.t
consciousness. The man was seen by their wages
cut down 10 per cent.
beats any locomotive that ever ran on iron
three or four persons, but the chances tor
General Fremont has cancer of the stomach,
Brig 11. 11. Wright, of Searsport.
his capture are poor indeed, for should I but lias, until lately, kept the matter a secret
from family and friends.
Meyers, from Salt Cay, Nov. 1st for Bangor
His physician -civhe be confronted by any one of the num- ile cannot live a
year.
| :i mouth overdue, and fear are felt for t,
ber, they would hardly lie prepared to
•Judge Hail of the Rockland Police < ourt, lias safety.
swear to his identity from the
hasty glance collected and paid over to the City Treasurer,
The I'nilanan -oeietv will celebrate t. hn
afforded them by the uncertain light of a during his term thus far, the lines and eo-t-. uia- at one ol tin*
$:»*Jbo.:u.
publie halls, bv a -upp< liristmas tree, a
beclouded moon.
play l*\ tin- ehildi-n to
A key West despatch >ays that the O-sipe.and the monitor Maliopm. from Fortress Mon- elude with a dance.
Letter from Portland.
roe. sfoood the gale w« !). thouirh
teniporarih
^anmrl Jack on. an old ejfj/n, .,j
,,
separated.
Correspondence of the Journal.
die I Nov. l.itll. II- »\ Ml Id b.,\" lu-en !*0 I,

**

'lmii

tin

a

*•

>vi-

The trade in skates is about
braneli of business just now.

ing

novices, (and this season has launched quite a
fresh and sparkling bevy of gay little damsels
on the waves of society) with the aid of several gallant young officers of the ( oast Survey,
stance resulted in proving the wisdom ol
and a new and agreeable Lieutenant or two at
making the trial. The four ladies chosen Fort Preble, make quite a brilliant addition to
in this city to-day arc practical teachers the circle of reveller", and altogether the
seriously impede what we have as Ban- and well educated, and will not
compare grumblers who pronounce Portland gayety .»
gor s would be impeded by the Bueksport
unfavorably with many male members of thing of the past,” aud consider it dull, "low
bridge. It i- the piiuciple that governs I tormer boards who only sought their posi- and stupid, will not tind much sustaining
for their argument" among the young
tlie matter, properly. A railroad
company tion as rungs in the ladder that reached to ground
people.
should have 110 more power to run its road
the alderman’s desk or a seat in the Great
invitations an- just out lor a \mv »-i<g.mt
without consent through tne
cottage of and General Court. Indeed, the only ob- and fashionable
Wedding in High Life."
loin Jones the laborer, than
through the jections advanced at the nominating cau- which is to take place on the 17lh of thi- month.
mansion ot Cotl-oubags the millionaire. If
The contracting parties being one <»t our Portcuses where the names of these women
a bridge at
Bueksport impedes the lumber were offered were 1 hat they were not com- land belle-, daughter ot a wealthy and promiand a young gentleman whose potrade oi Baugor. and the
granting of it petent to transact the business matters nent citizen,
sition and reputation make it what every body
would be a wrong, why oppress the
constantly requiring attention, and that as pronounces a splendid match.'*
produce trade ot Belfast by similar means !J the
Last evening the Army and Navy l nioii gave
meetings of the board often continu1 hese may be found difficult questions to
ing to a late hour it would lie unsafe for one of the tine-t entertainments of their always
answer, but they will
suggest themselves women to
the streets unac- brilliant course for the season. Mi-- claria
to every fair mind.

County.

lietv arranging for hi- \vnn.

...

groaning

experiment, while in yet,
others it lias long ceased to lie an experi- Germans, parties, amateur theatrical",

gurated

And

tilde.
I lie ( atholies ot Rockland have formed a
The sleighs have been put awav. and tb
temperance organization under the name of
I wagons brought out again, tnueb to the di--at
“St. David’s Total Abstinence Society.”
fact ion ot liorse-.
Leonard Pierce, L-tp. a well-known and highSteamer Cambridge goes oft the route tbly esteemed citizen of Houlton, died ver\ Maidenly on Monday week, aged si years.
week, and the Katalnlin will be readv to 1.
Boston .>n Frida\ night
/. O. Sullivan, of < hcrryfield, w;i" found
'lead in bis room on the steamer Chesapeake,
Ue\. Mr. Boss will lecture .! tIj.- Noiti.
on the passage from New York to Portland.
< bureli next Sabbath
chne\c*ning. snbj,.,
David Bailey has held the office of postmastiaiiity and Modern Progress.
ier at Cambridge, .Me., for
forty-live years. The
secret of it is that the salary i- only
Iceboating on the pond- i- uow u p.,pu!;
a vear.

umbrella.
Last Friday night near the
place where the last tragedy was enacted,
in Ward 10 (Dorchester.) a man was seen
woman, who was

i-

City

potato business.

It took six teachers in one of the Cincinnati
schools to spell gir:itlc, and then they spelled it
with a “j.”

no clew has yet been found to the murderer of Mr. Lane, who, it will be remembered was shot a year ago by a man who
rang for admittance at his house, and
when the door was opened by Mr. Lane,
shot the latter mortally, the assassin hiding his laee from his victim with a spread

a

Mr. Morrow

A female justice in Wyoming Territory lined
her husband $10 for drunkenness, and paid it
too.

who pounded
grate wrench
at Longwood is still at large; the murderer and mutilator of Abi jali JOllis, keeps
locked in his breast his terrible secret, and

bending over

News of the

.Judge Bourne of kcmtcbuuk hagiven $T>00 to the Maine Historical Society.

book, my calls tor it at some of the circu- and crying for help. Upon being dislating libraries last week having been re- covered the man fled ; and although everv
sponded to by the repeated “not in" until effort was made to resuscitate the woman,
the refrain became monotonous. As 1 un- who was
terribly beaten, yet she died in

cupying the chair that has been filled in tion in the same or separated schools withturn by Jay,
Kentledge, Kllsworth, Citsli- out regard to their diverse physiological
ing, Marshall and Taney. Daring his in- requirements, he does not claim that no
cumbency the new' Chief Justice may be- other evils exist in the rearing and the occome entitled to rank beside these
great cupations and pleasures of girls; yet he is
names, but such cannot be the

cleared up; the assassin
Katy Lallan to death with

Generalties.
I he late

Hu additional link to the
Boston, Dec. 8. 187:1.
Supreme
long chain of unDr. Edward If. Clarke’s “Sex in Educa- solved homicides that have been comCourt, and that the ermine so lately worn
by Chase, is to fall upon the shoulders ol tion” is pre-eminently one of the best ad- mitted in tl*s city and vicinity during the
George II. Williams of Oregon. The of- vertised books that have been published last decade. The mystery of flu; murder
fice which is thus conferred upon one who this tall, and it the author had had no of the little
.Joyce children has never been

greater injury upon the cause ot public possessions was a case still more glaring
and private integrity than any one of the than that of the Virginias and the Gerthree who were pardoned through his mans have got their backs up accordingly.
intercession, or any one of the men recent- Poor, old, foolish Spain—with a revolt in
ly convicted for their robberies ol the Cuba, a revolution at home, a serious affront to the Germans, and her powerful
treasury of the city of New York.
neighbor to Cuba, the United States, armIn Ellsworth the Government pays $188
ing tor the tight—her ease seems pitiable.
for every dollar it collects through its
—I)r. ('has. N. (Jermaine of Rockland,
custom-house there.
In Kennebunk it.
collects six dollars

Letter fr

Correspomlcnce

to say the least has not been rendered con-

Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25
of
cents tor each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
square charged as a full one.

Mr. Morrill said—

specie payments.

asserted that no time
In n i.vd for the delivery of the
a- to ...if naval officers and that no
a- Ije.-ti
agreed upon The present
s tli:it
she will he taken out of the
of Havana ipiietly hy a .Spanish
war and In
given into 1 lie handset
i.ival .flieers on the high seas, and
l> w iv any possible interferen.i
Volunteers will he prevent-

positively

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1875.

lie

ihi good terms with
remarked that the
ililet: would receive Sickles' resigw ith
pleasure and accept it at nee.
'i.-kh-' resignation will not in the
fleet thi r. iations of our «iovernwitii that of Spain. No late wmaliens with the Spanish (iovernmcnt
I a-scd through his hands and none
i -!i‘.i.Id in remain in Madrid
n.. r*
mfidonee in the ability
'punish llovernment to carry out
night guile dispirited.
: the agreement in regard to the
i.t
''t-t: it.i

1

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

linen
'[’lie

taken preparatory to the business of the
session.
()u Wednesday of last week
Senator Morrill of Vermont presented his

a

ooncemiujr

•••<:-

importance has

done in the national legislature.
standing eomniittees of the two branches
have been announced, and other action

•'

■

ol

as

straight

as a

caudle.

Clifford’s satisfaction ami
beautiful but a wiser young

He settled to

departed,

a

)«-*?

man.

Mrs Laviuia Hathaway Angier died .it liei
*h«- wu*
residence in thin city on Friday last
v*V>
born at Dightou, Mass., in 17*4. and
at the time ot
years, 1 month and 22 dav* old
her death. She married John Angier iu 1804
and accompanied him t<» Belfast where he wm
already established iu trade, iu our then infaul
town. She was a woman of uncommon per
sonal beauty, liberal education and agreeable
manners—a tine specimen of the lady, of the
old school. She reared to maturity a family oJ
live children, of whom
the only survivor. An
nection with this lady's
that the first house in

Oakes Angier Ksq. i*.
fad in conresidence in Belfast i>

uncommon

which she kept house
she always lived in and in which
she died, covering a period |of seventy years.
And the location of the store of her husband U
the same in which Oakes Angier now does business, being a period of occupancy by father

was

the

one

and son of seventy years also. Mrs. Angier ha*
during the later years of her life lived in quiet
retirement,

preferring

the house to which she

blooming bride half a century ago. Ot
remarkably vigorous eoustitutiou, she suffered

came a

no

disease, and her dissolution was simply the
worn and weary wheels of life-

stopping of the

i’lie new track at tli*■
iron.
»o*>d

<

at

w«

depot

is all ready for the

her of laic i«»r the p

*

>r

man’s

coa

1

pile.
The Kennebec Journal says that K. K.
Boyle
lias secured rooms at the Hallowell lion-e for
him-elt and family during tin* winter.

printing takes up the attention o;
nd clubs t boys, in this
city, who compel*
n-iigh lor eat and envelope work.
Amateur

\•

lb- captain'interest in the -< h. Man hapmvha- l by < apt. J. F. Foss who will
■ uitnaud
li.-j
-die i- to load for Charleston
John Allen, of Farmington, familiarly
.ic-wn as
ampmerting John.” will give a
do ted lecture at the Methodist
vestry next
L ue-day ev»
Subject—Reminiscence- of his
past life.
b’

\.

Mi-- A. A. llieks lias removed her cloakimtkng and fane\ good- establishment t«• t'ity Block.
Allard's store. She keep.- .1 rhoiec stock
■

g*n*d- nd

f

her

room- an*

favorit-* -hopping

a

with ladi*
I hitig- h.i\* di-appcared
-trangely
’in the ifepot; for the last two
year.-, bast
t hm
-day Mr. Berry, station agent, sent for
Ceurgt \V Reynold- of Burnham, who acmi\

knowledged that h’ and Ceorge Files

of

tdiity

stolen
box «»t raisin-.
Files was int**itewed and lol<l that Reynolds and a brother-inHmb ami another confederate, had stolen
>«in- Hid toba
0
Berry is waiting for more
"toe and ii\ up, or
they will be sent for.

’•»'*

H

bad condition of the
hay ha- be* 11 marketed the
,-t Week
It is -ii!l held at a high tignre ami
•thing 1 done with the Boston market. The
1

iug

>\v

*

1

bitic

Hu-

-«•

or no

-hipped haw been taken from the
it I; mand have mostly gone South. <0*0.
M int* i- loading sell. J.<b l>re\v for Juek1
ill*-. Fla. I'Mtehfi »V Son are loading seh.
.rgofs

■

1

■

ia

in'll i!'

-.

1

t

Vui

I >■

a*lto

Charleston,.-. C.. ami sell. Hero

for

11

Bailey

•am*

1-U*.

-•*h

W. <>.

vl.

Bonny has

have sell!

a

-mall

Robert 1’atterson ha" loaded

Kilt lie tor spruce lleud. " h. I*,
a cargo for Carver’s Harlan

MW
Lot: A!
1 Vo) »lr
APVKKTHIMFNTS.
-irniis of purchnsing t<» HtUunlagc will <1‘*
will \lo.»h. over tin* following bu-im*-» ai.iioaii' t-iiieut'
I * the large and new stork of
li

tin!
rookery war* by
Thomp
liming largely increas'd his -ale the pus;
>ear, he i- now prepared to offer still givutei
iQ lie enietit'*.—Calvin Uerv«*y rails attention t*>
to- display nt
ware. v>ut«bt«.
gold and
•aid jewelry lately purchased lor tie- winter
K Andrews has pill in a large stoek for
trade
the holidays in the w u\ of men and boys elothiji iianueU and furnishing good*-.—Jere C.
VVhiiten aimouuces one of hi- popular dancing
triiiioir

•hools
It is unnecessary to say that this one
will l»e up to their u-uai high standard.—Michael < »’< < .*i*■ iI oilers :« desirable hon-r and lot
..

|

Capt. Fry's Last

Letter to his Wife.

ihe Mew Oilcans Times publishes as
follows a copy of the last letter written by
t 'apt. Fry to his wife, the allusion to fam-

ily

matters not

being reproduced:

St. .7ago, Nov. (i. Is7;>.
Dear. Dear, Dita—When 1 left _\ou 1
had no idea that we should never meet
again in this world, but it seems strange
to me that I should to-night, and on
Annie’s birthday, be calmly seated, oil a
beautiful moonlight night in a most beautiful bay in Cuba, to take my last leave of
you, my own dear, sweet wife, and-with
the thought of your bitter
anguish my
at

leaving.
been tried to-day,

only regret

I have
and the President of the court-martial asked the iavor
ot embracing me at
parting, and clasped
me to his heart.
1 have shaken hands
with each of my .Judges, and the Secretary of the Court and interpreter have
promised me as a special fax or to attend
my execution, which will, 1 am told, be
in a very few hours alter my sentence is
announced. 1 am told mx death xvill he
painless; in sliorl, I have had a very
cheerful and pleasant chat about my funeral, to which I shall go in a lew hours
from now. How soon, I cannot yet say.
ll is curious to see how 1 make friends
Poor IlambeUa pronounced me a gentleman, and he was the brightest and bravest
creature I ever saw
The priest Who gave
me communion on board, this morning,
put a double scapular about my neck and
a medal which he intends to wear himself.
A young Spanish ollieer brought me a
bright new silk badge with the blessed
Virgin stamped upon it, to wear to ui\
execution for him, and a hand .nine cross
1'liese are
in some lair lady's handwork.
lie embraced
to be kept as relies ot me
me affectionately in my room w ith tears
in his eyes.
„
Dear sweetheart, you will be able to bear
it for iny sake, for I will be with you if
God permits it. Although I know my
hours are short and few, I am not sad. I
feel I shall always be w ith you right soon,
dear l)ita. and yon will not bo afraid ni
me.
Pray tor me and I will pray with

da

Villa

Havre

Disaster.

v-

m.mt

morning,

-tanees attending the disaster which had
One of the officers
befallen his ves-el.
can!, when questioned, that in hi- judgment the collision was unexampled in the
manner of its occurrence, lie said, further,
v. i»uld hovpf
it the
•Li;ai ii
hay
**

the dork had been Capt.. SinI he only accusations made are
hint and Second I.ieut. Auduvaud,
il

Peas,
Oats,
Potatoes, new,
I tried A pples,
Cooking \j>ples,

There is
from the

to

be

a

If you write

to

President Grant. Iw will

probably order my par due when 1 resigned, paid you after my death. People will

be kinder

at lea t
now, dear Dita
Do not dread death when il
comes to you
it will be as God's angel
I hope my childof lest—remember this
ren will
forget their father's harshues and
remember his love and anxiety for them.
1

Rev.

From

J.

hope

to

you

so.

May they practice regularly their religion
and pray for him al.waygot

of my life will

be a public profession ot my faith and hope
ill Him of whom we need not be ashamed
and it is not honest to withhold that public acknowledgement from any false modesty or timidity. May God bless and -ave

The

Protocol

Difficulties.
XI V VolIK

9

Salmon,M.

Butter.

Eggs,
Lard,
Beef,
Veal,
I try

BOSTON

J
|

re-

informed that he

wa- a

There i'
lies-'.

no

the

Will llOl

'Mil-

eltl'e.

-Long language.
They have proiluet -1

Put

ii i

mol

h

hue.

e

in

e

neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy.
prain<. -w iling- caked ln'ia t •" aid-*, burns,
all rlit-uni, earache. A' upon ilie human frame,
A •.. upon animal
and of -I till- spa\ in. gall
in one year than have all other pretended rem..

■

of

In

litulr tor <
article hi evistenee
lor
certain to a-similate tin* food, regulate
which
tin- bowel--, cure w ind-eolii .end produce natural
ti
contains neither mineral*-, morphine
lerp.
oi
alcohol and is pleasant to take. < hildren
I .D
need not cry and mothers may iv-1.
vsioitiv i- more than a
<>il
it i the ollly sn/r

U

party loyalty.
Pills, Portions and Pungencies.

He says—

Party loyalty ! What is a political party ?
It is a vehicle to carry me to the place
which I wish to go. It 1 take the cars at

Boston and Maine station

on

Saturday,

an engagement to preach at Lawrence, J shall nave no hesitation in leaving
the cars at that station ; 1 should be very
weak and foolish to allow any notions of
■oyalty to the railroad train or my fellow
passengers to induce me to go on to Boston, and to break
my engagement. So,
it 1 embark in
a
party, and after
political
it has carried me as far as I can
liouorably
go with it. it would carry me farther, I
shall be very foolish to allow
any notions
ot loyalty to it to make me remain in it.
to a
Loyalty

having

—

■adopted
.a

as

system of

is as

a

temporary organization
means to

impossible
and

an

caucuses
as

end—-loyalty

to

and conventions'

loyalty

to

a

It
train of

locomotive.
It is only by
throwing oft’ this notion that the true
citizen can make himself felt as a power
tor righteousness in the State. Only thus
ears

a

that the sellieh purposes of politicians can
be made subservient to the moral sentiment of the people in the ruling of the
nation.

“Sam. why don't you talk to your master, and
Wha’s
tell him to lay up treasure in heaven ?”
de use of lyin' up treasure dar ? He never see
um

again.”’

Vegetine has never failed to
inveterate ease of Erysipelas.

cure

the most

A Doctor uptown recently gave the following
for a lady: “A new bonnet, a
Cashmere shawl, and a new jmii of gaiter
boots.” The lady, it is needless to snv, has entirely recovered.

prescription

drowsy, debilitated, have
frequent headache, mouth tastes badly, poor
and
tongue coated, you are suffering
appetite
from Torpid Liver or “Biliousness,” and nothing will cure you so speedily and permanently
as Dr. Pierce's Gohlen Medical Discovery.
708
If you feel dull,

“It seems to me I have seen your physiognosomewhere before, blit 1 cannot imagine
where.” “Very likely : I have been the keeper
of a prison for the last twenty years.”

id»

o
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DEilNlNON N
SHIPPING TAGS!

ft 3LlpATENT
fwo Hundred

AA IwPWOver

Millions have been
used within the past ten years, without complaint of
loss by Tag becoming detached. All Express Co’s
use them.
3ml7sp

Sold

by

Printers & Stationers

everywhere.

disease.

—The Dover Democrat insists that planst
A Philadelphia German, who
got excited over
are maturing to make Judge Rice Presian account of an
elopement of a married
woman,
exclaimed:
at
‘‘if my vife runs avav mit
dent of the Boston and Maine Railroad
unoiler man’B vife, i V|ll shake him out of her
the coming annual meetiug.
it
he
be
preeebes.
mine fodder, mine (tot!'

Nov. 23d,

Ellsworth.

Cure of Exhausted Vitality Premature Decline in
Man, Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria,
lmpotency, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness,
and all others diseases arising from the errors ol
youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature
years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thou
sands have been taught by this work the true way
to health and happiness.
It is the cheapest and
best medical work ever published, and the only one
190th edition,
on this class of ills worth reading.
revised, much enlarged, illustrated, hound in beautiful French cloth. Price only $l. Sent by mail,
paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY
IEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bultinch street,
Boston, Mass., or Dr. W. II. PARKER, Assistant
Physician. N. B. The author may be consulted on
the above as well as all diseases requiring skill and

Sost

Iy39sp

experience.

Thirty Years’ Experience

of

an

Old

Nurse.

Mrs. Winslow’s! Soothing Syrup is the
of one of the best Female Physiprescription
chins aiid Nurses in the
and lias been

United States,
thirty years with never falling safety and
success by millions of mothers and children, from
the feeble infant of one week old to the adult. It
corrects acidity of the stomach, relieves wind colic,
regulates the bowels, and gives rest, health and comfort to mother and child. We believe it to be the
Best and Surest Remedy in the World, in all cases of
DYSENTERY and DIARRHCEA IN CHILDREN,
whether it arises from Teething or from any other
Full directions lor using will
cause.
accompany each
bottle.
None Genuine unless the facsimile of
CURTIS & PERKINS is on the outside wrapper
Sold by all Medicine dealers.
lylsp
list'd for

William H

hand

on

and

ta 1.

OUR

SPAIN!

tegs W. EssMi l k

MILXjIXtfRR

H AS jrsT RKTITRXF.K FR<»M

ARE

Ollier Now

Recruiting

BOSTON

Open

WITH A FI l.l, STOCK <>I

i

Goods

Millinery
WHICH

SELLING AT

O looks.

good

an

assortment

01

and .Mi*- Adda F. < lo*son. both ol Sedgwick
In Irenton, Dec. 1st, All. F Miepley Iluync; and
Miasaii I
Hodgkins, both of irenton
In Bluehill. Dec i*t Air. .lame* i
Coombs ol‘
Cuuldaboro, and All-* Annul.. 1>. Ingull* ol North
Bluehill
In Orlan I. Nov.
tli. Air. Fdv.ard I.
Ira. and
Mi-- L-.iui-a Abbott both ofOnaml.

1 >1 ED.
Otntuarii
/uiistb.

//■ /hit*■. lnn<u r.
Win,*- a.rf Age
jju-itJ'or.
In Brewer, Dec. 3d, Holley Aiarelu !1 t’lark. aged
5 year*, f> months mui 2". day
in Carnden, Dee. 2d, Jo*iuh 1 Stockbridgc, ag< d
nott

20 years and 0 mouths
In Swanville. Nov
,tii. Mr. Rushbrook I'huyer,
aged 73 years, fl months.
ii Norlli Haven. Dec
M. Mr*. Margaret, win ol
•
'apt. John Smith, aged 5* yeui-. ; month* and 15

day*.

Dec. -ItH. Alfred < .oilman, aged
lmiulh*.
Vu- t in >. Arnohl, aged ":
years and v mouth-.
In Haverhill, Alas*.. Nov. 24th. Mr*. Susan I’.,
4s year-.
wife of A. 1
Drinkwater, i-.-q.,
In Hancock, Oct. Juth, Air.-. Fuimu A., wife of
1*mhc N. Smith, aged 20 years, 5 month*, t'. day-.
Ill Alt. Desert. -Nov
.'nth, Air. Joseph Stanley,
aged
year*.
In Haiicock, Nov. •.'Pth. Mr*. Caroline Crabtree,
aged 23 years, months, •!7 days,
In Prospect. Dec. Ptb,
larence F. • lark, aged 22
year-. b month and 13 Mays.
In

51

Bristol.
ami

Ale.,

ears

lii Appleton, Dec. 1th,

PORT

amiiit

i

*•

'■

Writing Desks,
Boxes Albums.

Mock beloiv

our

Nov. dill, .•cli Laura Bridgman, ( lark. Savannah
Wenonah. Pendleton, Boston.
nth,
P. M. Bonnie, Burgess. Carver’s Harbor
.ili
Kai l, Cunningham, Boston.
M (J. Kudie, Ryder,,Seal Harbor.
'•ill,
••

FURNITURE!
FURNITURE!
PRICES.

NEW GOODS

<xood.too

and

numorou3 to

Toys

and

Jewelry

ulways repaired in the best manner. Mr. STROP!
now employed in my work depan men! is a
superior
workman, from the Waltham Factory.
the way
matches comes out of his hands, looking Hire new.

astonishes the

(live him

owner-

call

( A J vr'
BMluM. Dec

ST

MISS

E
M

Q

A.

Selling

for

Former

price $63

Suiu

A.

WILL

SOLD

ready

to receive
hr niaius in

the ladies of BelfuC and
Mct.T.l \ T(»( K s Block,
vicinit) at
where she will c.uitinue to attend t. tie- htisinr-- o{
V

Cloak

Imported

M

t

All

!

S

nmm j maps, pohaiiks & imiivdkrs.
A tin .id
-il.-ctii
of l'l.'Ft llO.\l>
tool'll
DKCSHKS. H Aifi BRI S1IF.S, I < >1 i.F! I CtlMIlS.
II A.NDKI I’.C Illl.l bu.\i >, .,|,iiVF BO.VKS, and
ii variety of other
goodii d.-sirul.l.- foi CHRISTMAS mill HOLIDAY GIFTS/ I minph ase gi\ »* me a call.
All goods cheerfully shown, win tin »■ vwii purchase
or not.
Booms open emy evening, Lntrunce he
t\v• vu Dr
Miiodvan I 'V 'f ( dimin'- -tore-, up
stairs.

For

Bv"

Holidays!

otier our entire Stock ot Mi-.N'S, BoYs’ and
i.'HJLL>BHN> ( lo iiing at greutly reduced prices.

in price
Beaver Overcoatclose tine Beaver
price Ui.OO.

(

Under Shirts and Drawers

Only

I”

centformer

price ®i.<m

imw

A,

*.

purclm«iiig

MAKERS

and after

■TRADE MARK

439, Hayford

in.
ollcre-d hi thi
Vi o t;■ • 1.1 > A AD
ST I. V Kit < 'If A 1\S of ill tic- i-i-i j .1 ion-i. l-’rXt, tell
RIXOS for l.mlii
mil ht'iih ronsi-dimr o"

ever

Bloodstone, Turooi-- :i 11■ I
Pearl, solid hold It vxns, < iitldlkx s

Amethyst, Unix,

eBi-u ln-i

!

j Si; W l NO
|

To each
Pattern wo

i-o

quality

TEA SETTS,
ICE PITCHERS.

A CHINKS

u

«•

hue.' n mm .I
m »|)S
i'» »KK.

«

That

retailin'

<

»tl N •'«»'

iii urv

DltY

>

X. <

WATERPROOFS!

VASES, &c, &c.

That

Charge

and CHEMICALS,
i ANCY GOODS,
CHOICE CIGARS,
SPONGES, &C..

Belfast, Me.

AMERICAN HOUSE
GENERAL RENOVATION

to each

A

TRUSSES and SUPPORTERS,
All ol which In1 oilers very cheap tor
l'leaso call and examine hetoro
cash.

prefer. pi i.

GREAT VARIETY !

Steamer

New,

rush d. Choice

r

Articles

j

Y S !

I I'Ll, STOCK ol

DRUGS!

FOR

FURNIT TJ Ft E
A Nil

Ja GL

ALL

UN

Thompson,
Belfast, He.

MAIN ST..
;

DANCING SCHOOL!
-AT—

PJEHOH’S

Mill liiakr hut one trip pel week, tear mg Beltkrt lor
BoMou every 11 KSDAY ut 1 i\ M.
Ileturning M ill leave Ho,ton even i'lliDAY ut
k 1*. ,'l
DKu. i; M 1,1.1 .s. kgent.
Belfast, Dee- 11, 1'7;.

fa

fa

fa

V

'fa

HALL

n. j. t ram
announces

First Class

that he will

commence a

Dancing School
evening

for young ladies and gentlemen on the
The latest and most fashionable
above named.
! styles of

MODERN

DANCING

MUSICAL GIFTS
(il

UAHS'

VIOLINS!

CORNETS!
DRUMS!
CLARIONETS'

Terms to the

Music—Whitten’s Quadrille Baud.
Belfast, Dec. 0,1873.

c.

Drum, or some
other easily learned

a

whittfx.

Watches,Jew6lry,Fancy, Gnods
SPECTACLES,
Musical Instruments & Cutlery!
HIRAM CHASE
FOR

M

i

>

.1

fa

fa

fa

fa

fa

fa

VCKSON, SI K\ I\ l\o PaKINF.K Ot |

tlit* late lirm oi' .Mrs. i
it Johnson ir Co
wishing to close up business, now offers A 1 t < >7 l,
af llayfor.l Block tor a lew weeks, their entire .Stock
in trade at retail—consisting of a Choice Line ot
Mil l INF.KY. Dltl.SS TKIMMIXHS and FANCY
HOODS, ALL NEW, including Hats in the latest
■Mvies, Dimmed to i.nler. Ami a Liberal discount
will be made to the Trade
Call ami See our
i<>» k
het'ori purchasing else
when-.
MaI<\ JACKSON
ML
Oct. 20th. D; :
if.

GENTS’ FLANNEL
For Underwear
A large assort
merit on hand Selling Cheap, and
the (dents would do well to ex-

amine our prices before
ing elsewhere.

purchas-

■

GUITARS!
VIOLINS!
FLUTES!

CO N C E UT IN A

S

Music Boxes.
These and other instruments of excellent quality,
for sale by
.1. C. HAYNES & CO.,
Tt Court St., Boston.
Opp. the Court House.)

Belfast

Foundry Company.
-: o :-

annual meeting
Stockholder
THE
Belfast Foundry Company will be held at
No. 10 Fhenix

of the
the

office of the

Row, on
Company,
Tuesday, Dec- 30, at 3 o’clock, P. M.

30 Years al Iho Old Stand, DATES
No.

25,

Main

Street,

or

IIuh just received a splendid new stock of all tin*
Varieties of Goods in his line, and will In* ha pm
to show customers the NEW STYLES, tjl \ I.
1TIES and PRICES.
r4TAll goods warranted as recominemh .1

For the transaction of any bnsiuess that may come
before them and for the election of Directors.
WM. YY CASTLE, Pres't.
I. < ABBOTT, Secy.
:
Belfast, Dec. in. 1S73.

by

Retail

the Wholesale
at

SS.
i'akiu on execution in favor oi
I »a\ iti S. Lincoln of Belfast, in said • ountyand against Herbert C. Arey of Brooks, in said
County, now a resident of Hampden in the t ount>
of Penobscot, and will be sold at Public Auction on
tin* tilth day of January, A l). 1874. at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, ui the office of E. K. Boyle,
Esq., in Belfast, in said County, all tlie right in
equity which said Herbert t Arey has or had on
tlie eleventh day of June last, (when the same was
attached on the original writ) to redeem the follow
ing described real estate situate in said Brooks, uud
bounded us follows, to wit
Beginning at a stone
monument on the east side of the County road lead
ing from Brooks village to Dixmont, and 170 feet
from the north-west corner of the burying groundcourse North 30® West—thence South* 88® East ten
rods to a stake, thence North four rods to a stake,
thence North 88® West to the East line of said
County road ; thence Southerly by said County road
to the place of beginning, containing 40 square rods,
with the buildings thereon.
The above premises
being subject to'a mortgage recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds. Book 157. Page 524, given by
said Herbert C. Arey to David S. Liucoln to secure
the payment of a promisory note of one thousand
dollars, dated July 22, 1872, payable by the twenty
second day of July, 1874, with interest
at
the rate of twelve per cent, payable
annually, on
which there is now due the sum of one hundred and
twenty dollars.
JOSEPH IIAM. Deputv Sheriil.
December 5, 1873.
3w23

thereon

Cheap!

Rich Silver Ware!
lJ TY I-F.s AND PATTF.ItNS never before offered in
market, just received from the Manufuc
large varieties of beautiful dt signs for

L 7
this
Hirers in

Pricea not to be
tftrf'BLFASE CALL at

Competed With.
'a

Main Street,

American House.

LADIES & MISSES’

At C. II

or
MITCHEU/S.

Remnant Prints
Constantly

IN

just
prices by

on

ham!.

F E A T I-I ERS!
A

large lot received.
quality for 90c
former price $! 25.
best

Under Garments!
cases

can

•4*

our

A 1.1. SIZF.S. :t
at extremely low

they

opposite

HIRAM CHASE.

Merino

Very Cheap' Cheaper

than ever. Cheaper than
be bought elsewhere.

Bridal, Holiday & Friendship Gifts,

w.i! be sold oi lull setts or single
piece; also BELLS’
KN 1VK>
FOKKS, SPOONS, LADLES, KINDS,
&c., in all the varieties of patterns and double extra
plate on PI it E NICKEL STOCK, \VA K KAN TED.

We sell
per

lb.,

«►

received and for sale

B. F. WEILS

Domestic Yarn Wanted
^^

Vest Makers
\ i.ST

y work at
(^nni)

Wanted.

MAKKKS cau find plenty of good
j. L. SLEEPER'S,
No. 50 Main Street.

RAISINS by the Box

B L A2TKETS

MITCHELL’S

SPLENDID NEW STOCK I

State of Maine.
WALDO,

instrument.
Give
CORNETS!
to a lady friend a
nice Guitar, Violin,
DRUMS'
or one of those
large and beautiful FLAGEOLETS

of the

course.

Lessons $5.00 per couple.
Ladies 2.00.

.1.

A book is read, ami
laid aside. A musi
cal
instrument
phases for a life
time. Give the boy

ACCOR D EON S !

taught. Also, strict attention given to genteel deportment.

Twelve

-r

OFF AT COST.

SELLING

—

~

-o

MIL subscriber offers for sale hl»
dwelling house and one-quarter ut
an acre of land on Federal Street,
The house is one and a hull stories,
and finished throughout, with barns and outbuild
ing«. The land runs to Front .St., and is a beautiful
garden spot. The situation is desirable, affording
un unobstructed view of the harbor
The hind being in the central business portion of the city, steadilerms reasonable, made
ly increases in value.
known on the premises.
,\l|( IIAKI. » < o\\ 1.1.1.
lw2.‘»
Belfast, Dec. 11, 1S7T

FLUTES!

Respect full)'

ROIX.

For Christmas and New Years.

Evening, Dec. 10, 1873.

Tuesday

H.

House for Sale.

CROCKERY.
1

W.

iu stock at REShirt Flan
nels that were sidling for ;jtte now
retailing for 40c. Flannels that
were sold for ITc now selling for
12 1 -2e.

Every grade

a

4fc*TSt’lei-t early while our tftock is full,
WM. O. POOR <£ SON,

Capt.

I

DUCED PRICES.

WM. O. POOR & SON.

ivio

EATAHDIH

^ecur-

FLANNELS.

PATENT MEDICINE

*

splendid stockpf the.-(‘goods

n

iOH THE

1-3: O L I D A

n

S !

prices of them we have
large lot just in ; into.

riroluily

i:»

JUST OPENING!

-a STAPLE

CHOICE STYLES!

■

Paper Pattern sin
purchaser.

or a

have just been received, and itheve has been a break in the

compounded.

AI.SU A

Tuesday,

i*ec.

Cur. Main and High Street-,.
Win) has also a largo assortment ol

jy Physician

for $1.50 nov
Cut Free c:

selling

at $1.25.

S XX Jk W

IL. MOODY’S

pnrching elsewhere

The subscriber informs his old mauls and
the public that he has resumed the management of the American House, and that Inwill proceed at once to renovate it from tup
[to bottom and refurnish it with entirely
new furniture, and in ail respects make it one of tinbest hotels in the State.
Having had long experience in the hotel business,
he flatter** himself that travellers and guest* who
patronize the American House w ill timl a good table
good rooms and attentive waiters
11 i\. I AM A 1 1 1:.
:tt
Belfast, NV>\ V., 1».

were

Patent Medicine retailing
| PURE DRUGS

--hull pier tut personal attention to tlii n* |
VII !
pairing; of Watcho, Clock and .leweln
work vvarrantcil. Itcim-mhrr the place.

tu-v

mi i;

SPGONHOEDERS

I

t'.u $2.50
lor $2.00,

selling

were

1VTorison,

lol! H
lh Ham

ink i‘i..\ri

CARD RECEIVERS.

Dress

purchaser ol i
give one ot'wir

FELT SKIRTS

In lair
k<,
i.R «n' m-omul hand iii:o hin.
I in* hot
HI.AU.
li; ion, lor -i.lc \ l.HV
J<
Xw*
lot
t \»*.-.th.Attvhnu-nH ’Ll.

W. K

SA EVERS,
CAKE BASKETS,

DIARIES! DIARIES!!

of

5 PAPEi! PATTERNS

1

\

VI

ARRANGEMENT'

Mohairs

Lustre and

Liberal Discount for Cash

Utxcs, A-,., A-,.. Rich Pattern-; ol ilv< r Wan- ; A
hoth solid am! plait-I. which I ,,i!ci :d VH.'V
LOW PRICKS.

NEW FURNISHING.

WANTED

”'

!'

Unsurpassed lor Brilliancy
Quality,

SQUARE.

For Sale on Install neat

|

..

v:

ife

Block.

Elias & A. B. Howe
& Wilcox & Gibbs

K.

HAYFORD BLOCK
PANTS

and

Florence, Singer,

,»n-

\-

price 18 cent-.

call hff'ori

smoking

cele-

our

i

Gold and Silver Watches

No. 65 Mfiin St

ANDREWS,

GOOD

ir

•

Tobaccos.

S

FIT R NISH ING (TOO 1JS.
Hats, Caps, Trunks amt Valises,
Closing out Very Cheap
ii'''

*

We present as usual
brated brand ot

W'atches !

have in ■duck cin- of tin- I
lncitts of Ltnli;1"' and GentV
1

Overcoats

former

of the very

CUSTOM HOUc-E

i.wWK.ST

:ii

or

Beaver

BUTTER DISHES.

l.ou, former price >. .to
Latest Style
hildrens » upe • oats only S
lonuci- pricedti.Yd.
for
the
DentUufrhrs
made
*.f Fine
Very Stylish
:«-hinere good-; only SI.no.

cents

;

Watches! Watches!

woo*

F 1. A N N El,

Pipes! I

w

No I

which li«* ulfcr- t«» the i iiltliiPRICE*.

at

Selling at

u n.

se-

us as

We would say to the retail
trade that avo have made a
Large
Reduction mi all goods in Stock
and goods just arrived we are selling at a SMALLER MARGIN
of PROFIT than ever,

Malaga Grapes and all kinds of
Foreign and Domestic Fruits in

fev.

with

can

of

Nuts, Dates, Figs, Raisins,
Sardines,Can Fruits of ail kinds-

Watches, Clocks & Jewelry,

•*•.'».uo to $go.OU.
All
only SLUM. former price $18.00.
t»\Vrcoats oulv *11 on. former

Boy’s
Selling

H'i> ju-'t ivtiinithl from
'hoek of

Overcoats
irom

Domestic Oijrars.

iv

brands of

chewing

Gifts!

i KhlOU TO Iff. J. LOCI*

Traders

in
good bargains
Noav York,- especially
Cottons, Prints, Crashes and

their season.

Having added nearly <>•!(- hundred new Patterns to
her already -elect stock, and having had ten vears
in
oi‘practice, she l'eels coniident that -he can
that branch of business. Stamping on Black, or
ally material, warranted perfectly fast.
Ylso, th
greatest w.rietv of toilet article- 'to be foinul in the
IM.M.MM.I. mui,.
city eonsi-tiiig >f r< *1.'DB Y

Belfast, Dec. 1U. 1-;

in

Country

as,

of Flannels.

finest

H. E. McDonald

TvIaTrmg

that

Boston

fine lot

a

cigar holder#
quality.

And

S T A M 3? I 1ST 3

U BIN

so

Orly.

with

Together

Me.

Holiday

connection u it h

hi

AT

HARD TIMES PRICES!

Thin deportment is replete with
all the desirable shades an 1 <jualities for Fall and Winfei Avear

cure

W. K. Morison, Agent.

L

HICKS,
lu.

WINTER

BK

I

choice

Machine Warranted!
ihe 30 Days Flan

on

Belfast,

l>

In’tlie

Meerschaum

«*i"Office removed to
H. H. JOHNSON & CO. S Dry Goods Store

BELFAST,
ii

of those nice

some

Vve have been enabled to seAlso there will be found the cure a large assortment ol
Dry
largest and best assortment of and Fancy Goods in JOB LOTS,

the Best.
Now the cheapest.

Every

M

K’

*

Always

H

E

on

AM)

j>mvha>-iiov

Sewing Machines!

;wv?:{

STOCK BOSTON&LO WELL.

IN

B T I'l V M l

DRESS GOODS

Now is the time to bring in
your cans and get them filled

e.\-

PRICE. (oiifectioiierv & Tattii

ITF.RVF \

He pr :

FOR-

LARGEST

«-ill anil

$20.00

mention.

Sanford’s luqmkt Line.

nil

>

FLORENCE
Watches, Clocks

’.in

has

!

Work

Accordeon*, Vast a. ('omt-. Brushes,
Strings, with a lurge variety of

Fancy

fei.-l'i'

LOW

K V i : R Y

C. R. DAVIS’

II. JOHNSON A CO.

il

Fiddles, Bowes and

<

»S A1 LKD.

BY—

Great Reduction

Ranging

ARRIVED.
‘id, sell. d. <b Drew, Carter, dacksonville
1* M. Bonnie, Burgess, Fox 1-land
do
41li.
\\ (i. Kadie, Ryder,
(!en. Meade, Patterson. Boston,
ath.
ill.
Martlia .\ Brewer,< unningham,Bo-ton

LOWPRICESJ

with

>*

Men's

BELFAST.

OF

FRESH & DESIRABLE GOODS

i

Spec

aged

*111 P NEWS

RECEIVING

W K AUK

i r'WV invite ruMnnii'-'

F.ye (Tln^ei as can 1 found in the '■tat'’.
1. I'l.-d u it 1* care to nil all age

■"

Aloore ot

FiDworth, and Miss Alary F DennotT ol Alouson.
ic Lamoine. Nov. ‘Till, Aliss Alary Flla King,
ami Air. Ansel C. Reynolds, both of Lamoille.
In Coulds'boro, Nov. JOth, Air. .lame* N .Smnaii
and At i*s Rlioda R. Crowley both of (iuuldsboro.
In Sedgwick, No-. 27th. Mr. Isaac Ai. Allen. Jr

ly
A BOOK FOR EVERY MAN.
THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF PRES
ERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause aud

my

Many Suffer rather than take nauseous medicine; and this is not to be wondered at, as the
remedy is often worse than the disease. Sufferers from
coughs, colds, influenza, sore throat,
or
tendency to Consumption, will afind in Dr.
Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry remedy as
agreeable to the palate as effectual in removing

Silver Ware.

Spec tacles Spectacles
Always
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FALL & WINTER IDS!
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<

subject

grades and prices.

Jewelry, Finger Rings,
Styles

<

■>

sermon, on the

of all

largt Stock

a

Solid Gold and Plated Chains, Fine Gold

BITTER—We quote line full-made but ter, where
every tub is choice, :it 30a30c, and selections are selland Plated
all
ing sit :t higher figure; god to fair lots, suitable for
grocers’ usi, sit 2sa32c; medium butter at25a27e, and
and Patterns.
bakers’and common at 18a22e.
CHEESE—There is hut a limited demand, and the
market rules steady sit 13 l-2al4c for line factory,
with jobbing sales sit II l-2c; medium factory at i
sit K'siHe, and skims sit 7a'.'t
llal2c; farm dsiirb
per lit.
EDITS -We quote Northern and Eastern, 2'.>a32c.
the latter price foi fresh eggs; Western, at 27
and workman
.'•puoiH and Fancy Piece.--, ii qualil
and limed at 18a22c per do/.
ship not to be excelled.
ROCLTRY—Fresh-killed Chickens are wanted,
ami the marketOs firm at lOalbc; nice lurkiysa!selling sit 16al8c, the latter price for fancy; choice
Western Turkeys sell at Hal5c, and Chicken- at the
same price.
Ducks are selling at 14al8c; Cjeese sit
12al4c per lb; common fowles and poor Turkeys ami
( hickens at loa 12
demand at $2.25a2.30 pt r bash, for mediums; pea
Hull
iuii -ulid.
Full S' it', uvm! Piece
I ngruved
beans at $2 7•>, and yellow eyes al $3 p« bush.
and * (rnamont. I.
FKl IT— Apples tiisit have not been frozen are
firm at $4 27.a4 50 per hid but frosted apples sell all
an
the way from $1 to §3 5<> pt-r bid. Ciaiib. ir
dull sit §snlu per bid.
R< >TAT< )ES— 1 Ik market lor potatoes rules -t* a(i>
and sales have been made at 70a75c per bush. I'm
< ini.ni are
.lack-on White's and 75c for Early Rose
linn til $ 50 50al 75 per bbl.
Ml ! itienis in 1 prices
AY* quote prime bay at §25 per ton, and
HAV
.-ommou to interior at ?14:i I*.
Straw has been old
to-dav sit §25 per ton.

III

asks who shall be the judges ol the prool
that the \ iiginins was not entitled to earn'
the American dag as stipulated in tlie proagainst
wh. committed suicide. The informant, tocol. t hir
government made answer that
who was in bed, immediately rushed ou the United States was its ow n
indge. The
c 10.
l-.! Samples by mail. '*o t ..retail quick L*
deck, and saw that four of the boats had Madrid government responds that the proU » »L< «> I’ I i 1 y hat ham S. p. V \
been disabled, and the masts were already
tocol left all doubtful points to arbitration, U. L
I V-ti
falling overboard. Some of the sailors so far as reclamation goes, and the po--o
state that the lookout forward gave waniston of the vessel came under that ln-ad
ng that lights were approaching through The Spanish government now claim that
the tog, and the officer in command was the Tinted States can
only protect tinLieut Audlivand, and gave orders based vessel. and in defence of their own idea CHILDREN often
look Pale and Sick
but
his
command
such
for lie other ran-.- than having worm- in the
upon
warnings:
and will
sti
investigation
challenges
-tomai-li.
was too late.
Others of the crew assert
factorily prove their point.
P.iPiW a ." VLiLMIlTLL CO.Ml 1 !
that lie gave no orders. They affirm that
The Tribune’s dispatch says that See. will
destroy Worm- with out injury 1<> the chdd. I
he trusted to the chances of being able to Fish said on
from all culm am*
iny pel lert i v \\ IN | ! and t r»
leaving the department yes- other
injurious ingredient.- u-ually it-• d in worm
pa-.-, clear across the bow of the Loeli
terday, that the two governments are <-n pi ej.arat
ions.
order
the
lint
was
and
that
Kant,
given the most amicable terms that lie had no
t IMIS & HK«»W.\, Proprietor-.
Nil. -I
Pulton strei t, X**w 'imk.
t>y ('apt Summnt, wli. sprang to the doulji of C asu-hit's ability 1o return the
Sold h\ Druggist- ami Chemists, and d< il» r- iu
d. k. just too late, however, to be able to
Virginias, and release tin- prisoners as pel- .M edl'-i n* il I A N » V KlVI- Cl N J A W >\
1 1-p
The Lieutenant
avert the
amstrophe.
protocol, and that Siekieshas not iv-igned
took the desperate chance of running
flic dispatch adds that notwith"landing
KIND WORDS.
l.-ar, but had miscalculated, an.l seeing the
Secretary's positivem-ss. it i known
which
had
reastounded calamity
tie
doubt
that
Sicklehaforwarded
I
beyond
\ -.iciuted Keformed Fresbyterian saylit.
tilted from his error of judgment, in liis his
and telegraphed the fact
year Ferry Davis’ Fain-killer has'been known a.- a
resignation
medicine.
For
ache*
iu..st u-eful family
pain'and
de-pan accepted suicide a- a solution of
For
we know nothing so good as the Fain-Killer.
Puns. 9.
bis own embarrassment.
A cipher dispatch irom Madrid, dated many internal diseases it is equally good. \V» peak
1 here is no reasonable doubt but that tie
No
from experience, and testil> to what we know
Five or six of December bill, announces a In-avy fall on family should be without a bottle ot Davi-’ Fain
saved himself.
vouid hat
Killer.
the
the
bourse,
consequent upon
depresthe sailors, who were on duty at the time,
news in Cuba, and President Grant
Mkssrs. Firry I>A\ i- & Son, Frov. F !
say that they saw the lights of the Loch sing
to
Sickles'
General
<icnts :—Although a -t ranger to you i .on not to
accept
resigEarn liv*
minutes before tlie steamer declining
and approving liis action in tin- your invaluable medicine. Fain-Killer. 1 funned its
nation,
struck.
Col. Montague’s daughter was
in Dir and I anion most intimate
case of the Virginias.
The resignation acquaintance
terms w ith it still
tin- first one killed by the falling ot ttie
my experience iu its use confirms
was based on the fact of the Washington
my belief that there i< no medicine equal to FainAil the passengers united in prayer
mast
Killer for the cure of Summer Complaints. Sore
with
government negotiating directly
Throat. Croup, Bruises and Cuts. I have used it in
during ttie tew moments of terrible sus- Spain
and
General Sickles, ah and found a
speedy cure iu even case.
pense. General admiration is expressed who claimedoverlooking
Yours Truly,
1. ,J. GAKD1NE1L M D
that the government failed to
at the courage of the American ladies,
him
The
protect
Spanish
government
calmwho deported themselves with great
Judging by our own experience whoever once
claims that it is not bound to -unvnd.-r make',
a
trial ..f Ferry Davis’ Fain-Killer, will not
ness. ami made no confusion.
Seeing the
fail to recommend it widely as an unequalled lini
until
the
sth
of
December.
Virginias
their almost inevitable fate, they knelt
metit. and valuable internal remedy lor colds and
various other complaints. [Every Month.
and prayed. No one thought the end was
so
(prickly as it did. Capt. SnrSome years ago Allen G .limes, a young
comingTiimseif
The efficacy of Ferry Davis’ world renowned Fainmont
thought the ship would re mail well known in this city, having held Killer in all disease*' of the bowels, even in that ter
rible scourge tin* Asiatic cholera, has been ampl\
main afloat at least half an hour. < )f the a
position of trust in a local banking house attested by the most convincing authority. Mission
total number of eight life boats live were went South and soon established
himself aries in China and India have written home in comdisabled and three only remained in con- in business ill the
mendation of this remedy in terms that should carry
city of Savannah. Geor- conviction to the most
skeptical, while its popularity
dition lor service, and these saved many
He quickly rose to the responsible in communities nearer home is ample proof that the
gia.
people. It is believed that Capt. Sunnont position of book-keeper to the Southern virtues claimed for it are real and tangible. Among
medicines it stands unrivaled.
j Boston
charged the disaster to the negligence of hank of Georgia, and was considered a family
Courier.
All are united, howLieut. Auduvnml.
mail of the strictest integrity, Last
young
ever. in the belief that the captain did Ids
I he Saturday Evening Gazette of Boston, says
spring he suddenly disappeared, and upon
It i- impossible to tind a place on this broad land j
duty under the circumstances. Capt. Sur- investigation it was found that lie was a where
Ferry Davis’ Fain-Kii.i.kr is not known as a
inout says he had been on deck until 10 defaulter in
the sum of $30.01 tit. The news most valuable remedy for physical pain. In the
miles from
o'clock, and that when he retired lie gave fell
country,
physician or apothecary, the
who
lias
upon hisjestimable mother,
Fain Killer is cherished as the exclusive panacea,
•orders to be aroused at ('clock, promptly.
friends here, with a terrible force, and it never deceives.
many
He was called, and saw the Loch Earn alshe becoming almost distracted.
most instantly in collision, but believed
Fi rry Dav 'is fun Kiu.i k i> n*all> a valuable
For a long time young Allen managed
medicament, and, unlike most of the articles ol the
He at
there would be time to save all.
to elude the detectives, having crossed
day, is used by many physicians. It is particularly
once
gave orders to each officer to take the Atlantic. A lew days ago a telegram desirable in location s'where physicians are not near;
and, by keeping it at hand, families will often save
ommand <>f a boat, hut saw that two
Savannah announcing the necessity
was received in
of sending out at midnight lor a doctor.
boats were disabled by the collision, and
that young Allen had committed suicide A bottle should he kept in every hou-e." Boston
and two minutes later others were deTraveller.
in St. Quentin, in the north-east of France
stroyed by the falling masts, lie states where he had been caught
"We have tested the Fain Kiu.i r, and assure
by 1 lie detecUea On- best order possible prevailed
our leaders that it not only possesses all the virtues
tives after a long and arduous search.
the
claimed
Tor it, but in .iiany instances surpussc? any
themwho
crew,
b'mong
placed
Young Allen was about 20 years old, other remedy we have ever know n
| Herald <>t
lie sent the and
se Ives uudei perfect control.
Liberty.
a young man of gentlemanly mantwil-p
Gospel
rirsi* officer aboard the Loch Earn to ap- ners, and many
Had
accomplishments.
of
and
them
tine
steamer’s danger,
prize'
he remained in the Southern Bank he
The Household Panacea,
ask a wistance ol their boats; the crew re- would have soon received a
and
promised promaine.'i on the Loch Fiarn ; the captain of motion. It is, indeed, a
family Liniment
sadly tragical
the Loi'b Earn sent out three boats from end to a
is
tiie
b«--.t
in
the
world for the lollowing
remedy
young man’s career.
[Bangor
his vess el to pick PP the passengers; the Commercial.
complaints, viz.: Cramps in the Limbs and Stoni
or Side, RheumaPuin
in
the
ach,
Stomach,
Bowels,
captain remained at h'S post also, and entism in ull its forms, Billious Colic, Neuralgia, Choi
deavored to save passengers, but before
era, Dysentery, Colds, Fresh Wounds, Burns, Sore
—The perfection to which the manufac- Throat, Spinal Complaints, Sprains and Bruises,
the boats had returned to Jim Eoeli F'.arn
Chills and Fever. For Internal and External use.
Ca'Pt. Sunnont ture of sleighs is canned in Portland is
the steamer went down.
its operation is not only to relieve tin- patient, but
it
removes the cause of the complaint,
and ins officers blame those ol the Eoeh shown
entirely
by the following from the Portland penetrates and pervades the whole system,
restoring
It is the general opinion among the
Earn
healthy action to all its parts, and quickening the
Press—
crew of the Ville du Havre that if Capt.
blood.
There is on exhibition at ( i*. Kimball's carThe Household
PANACEA is purely
Surmont had been on the deck the disaster
an elegant double sleigh.
It lias
riage
factory,
Loch
as
the
Vegetable and all Healing.
have
would never
happened,
Mr. Kimball's patent eorruguted top, which is
Prepared by
Earn was seen six or seven minutes before made by no other concern m the country. The
CURTIS & BROWN,
the collision.
No. 215 Fulton Street. NVw York.
top is painted u rich wine color and striped
For salt- by all druggists.
lyl=p
with flue gold, and the running part with pure
there is a good deal of sound common white striped with gold and carmine, it is
trimmed with rich maroon plush. The sleigh
fcWi A
erchants & Manufacturers
sense in the position taken by Rev. E. T.
was made for Mr. Tlios. Mackergie of Brooklyn
lwtll best insure their shipment* to their
A II
1
bv using
costs
N.
and
11
^destination
#4110.
Y.,
Hineks. of Portland, in his Thauskgiving
moot

American, selected from the best

mak<

in.■.* tin* world began. I bey are eoiniler< Tipple*
irrilaiil. all-healing pain reliever*,
TMWTTITIr-HSTiriiiT-VWV^ir-nTmilBUIIIIHWIHW —— If ■ 111
throw away their crutches, the lame walk
MAH HI HI >.
poi-oumi- bite-* are rendered harmless and the
wounded are healed without a sear. The resell
each
bott!*
iaround
They
cipe
published
in this city. iu-c. 5th, by Rev. Woostei Tinker.
a
no article- ever before sold, and they sell be-Mi
Runleti Wadliu ami Alias Fannie AI.LMckey,
what they pretend to do. both of -Northport.
came they tlo iu-1
in Uceanvillr, Deer Isle. Dec. 2d, by George To)
Those who now utter from rlieumati-ni, pain
man. Esq.,
Air. Franklin I. Colomy ot Swan's
or sw elling deserve to suffer if they will not u-e
*
More than lsiumi to Mi-* Alary F. Whitmore ol Oceunvlib
ntaur Liniment, white wrapper.
In Stockton. Nov. 25th. by J. i,. Lambert, Faq
lOoo certitieate-of remarkable cures, including
Air. Isaac \ J'urner ami Alisa Flla II. Cebrge. both
frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout, runof Stockton.
in Jaek-on N<.\
ning Illinois. Ac., have been received. W e will
23d, by J. II look, K*<|.. Air
send a circular containing certitieate -*. tie* re- Nelson <Hiti ut Monroe, amt Air*, l.lizu A Moulton
< >ne
ot
it.
Jackson.
one
to
Ac.,
any
requesting
j
cipe.
gratis,
In West t arnden, Nov. Nth. Mr Ihoniu* ii. fIe»;I
bottle oi yellow
wrapper Centaur Liniment w
worth one hundred dollars for sweenied horses and Alias Lucinda ( Pitcher, both of Camden.
in Rock port, Nov. .'Pth. Air. Edgar S. Start mid
and mule-, or for serew-worm in sheep. Stock
-AL
Irene C .Miller, both ol Camden.
owner--—these liniments are worth your attenIn Rockland. Nu\. 20th, Ali*.* Augusta ( Kelley
No family should be without them. and Mr. Herbert L. Burbank; also, D
tion.
1st, Ali-H
’i ellow
•‘White w rapper |br family u-e
wrap- Fannie Duryiu and Air. John Wilson.
.o
In North lluven, Nov. 22d, Mr. Daniel II. (Hidden
Sold by all Druggist
per for animal
.1
li. of Vinalhaven, and Mis* Clara A. Dyer of .North
rents pel bottle: large bottle-, SI.On.
Hat on.
tin
a
tiroadway. N<w York
edies

A

Washington dispatch say- that tin
unexpected eomplications liavc arisen out
ol the protocol,
lit.- Spanish uuuisiet

and

weight.

rli! mnatism,

oi

imported

s.

\V i. n\ w <
p m.j
At market for the current week—Cattle 2UG7 sheep
and Lambs 1l»,543, Swine i; ,s25, number of Western
Catth -.01. Northern Cattle and Working Oxen smtl
Miieh < ows, 250. Eastern < attic, 27.
of Reel*Cattle, per 100 lbs. live
ExEric
tra quality §7 12 1 za7 25. first quality §o.5h7 Go;
-T ool,
quality §5 ?5aG 5o, third quality 84 1 2a5 »'.2 ;
12;, »orest trraih of your-, ihcii, Hull’s, &c., §3 50u
1 25.
Brighton llide< -7v per II
Brighton Tallow 5c
per lb.
per lb.
Country Hide- Cni 1
Country fallow
4 1 2c per lb.
< till .Skin-,
2 hup Skins §1each.
loulsc per lb
Working Oxen AN •• quote sales ..1 pr, gth 7ft
2 in 821o;
ft
$185; 1 pr
pr, 7 ft. $205;
pr,
f[ >' in. 814a; 1 pr. G ft, > in. * 155
If. Gin. 8140. 1 pr.
1 pr, G ft. G in, §13,,..
.Milch » 'iiw s and Stores \Ve quote extra at §55a00
Ordinary §25a5o jier head. Store Cattle Yearlings
S’llal. 2-year old* §15a2*<, 3 year olds $2:5a45.
Sleep and Lamb -Western Sheep cost GaG i 2c
Lambs, has been good at an advance in prices from
1 vale per lb.
Swine Rig-, wholesuloGa c; retail G 1 2a7c per lb.
He
D.'-;oo in market; prices 5a'. 1 2c per ib

which

••

Have receives!

offered in tins section.

ever

Gold & Silver Watches

n

MARKET.
Monday, Dec.

!

complete and well selected stock of

floods in my line

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

pain whirh the

latnene

Out of tin most

01 ocks.

Liniment" will n<•? rewelling they will not
in•

PRODUCE

W ITHC

17 Phoenix llow, Belfast, Mo.,

i'.

brute.

no

A T

Silver Plated Ware.

Coiitaur JLinimcaits.

(Vniaur

GREAT

WAR! WAR!

Hervey’: Jewelry Store,

Solid

It.

Qnilp and his wife had a bit of contention
I own that \<*u have mop
[the other day.
hrillianey than l," said the woman, “hut I
“Yes," said Qnilp.
I have the better judgment.'
“\onr choice in marriage shows that!"
Qnilp
ua-

Apples,

'od,

--

D.

m \

<

GO

OPENING
—

|Lamb

Cheese,

Baldwin

--

OuO
90al.00
per lb.,
Hal>
OQaOO [Turkey per lb.,
llabt
Iwa75 [Chicken per II*.,
b'»al8
2.50a;;. 00 [Duck per lb.,
1-al l
1.20al.50| (Jeese per lb..
5Sa()0 Hav per ton,
$l«'5alf>
50a00 [Lime,
A1.3oa0.00
-10a00
10al^ AV ashed Wool,
30a00
;.»at.00 Cn washed Wool,
40a00
30o32 Pulled Wool,
OaOl-ii
ISaOO Hides,
bmOo
30a32 CalfSkins,
sl.OOa-.oo
12a00 Sheep Skins,
A0.00n7.0o
7a9 Hard Wood,
00a 0.00
1.25al.50 Soft Wood,
t 1 -a.*,
OaO Dry Pollock,
7aS! Straw
$8.000a. 0

Marrowfat

Cm pm ax, Queen.s
rv. X.
Mi:. .James I. Fellows.
In 1 In* practice of medicine I have
Sii: :
recommended your Compound Syrup ot ILypophosphile*. and have found invariably the
following results :
(treater Freedom in the action of the Lungs,
increased and more easy expectoration tn eases
indicated by dr\ cough, and decided augmentation of tone to the whole nenotis syslem.
I ran salel\ and consistently recommend \v"iir
i invaluable preparation in a variety of <-a-e~.
especially for Chest diseases, having sueeessfuHy
j prescribed it in Bronchitis. Asthma, and I>ebiiity from Liven omphiint. Debility from Fevers,
and Debility from Impoverished Blood.
1 am. sir, yours truly, JAMES SALMON.
Braclicing Bhysirian and Surgeon.
<

fearlul saeritieo of liba- 1 think, a m od

it.

K lour,
Corn Meal,

plied,

and.
Virginias,
the

loss one, as
people are unconscious of
crime, and even of their tale up to now i
hope God will forgive if 1 am to blame h>r

AST,

A schoolmaster in a neighboring town* wishing to discover tin* talent- of hi- scholars for j
geography, asked one of the youngest of them !

Letter

NOW

Weekly for the .Journo/.
Wednesday, Dec. 10, l".'
7a8
*9.00al3.50jiRound Hog,
90a00 Clear Salt Pork,
$18a‘i0
<»a8
l.lOal.15
lb.,
per
[Mutton

('orreefed

iMUoinAVI ro SiTi-EitKiis. The greatest
benofa tor is one who relieves pain and cures
di>casi
Dr. Siisbee lias accomplished both bv
hi> miraculous discovery of ANAKESIS, an
absolutely easy, rapid and infallible euro, for
PILES in all stag* -. All Doctors endorse ii
and 20,000 cured sufferers testify to it> virtues.
It i- a simple suppository acting as an instruThe rement soothing poultice and medicine.
lief is instant and cure certain Price $1.00 sold
by Druggists everywhere, and sent free by mail
from Depot, 40 Walker st.. New York.

•ilh.lue. an*I

titI be- i, via London Capt
amt sixty survivors of the crew arv,\cd ht-ve this
amt were greeted
Sweet, dear, dear bita we Tall
by uii immense crowd of people on llie us all
wharf.
A- soon as the party landed they soon meet again. Till then, adieu, fm-tinproceeded to the office of the steamship iest time. Your devoted husband
Josf.i-h Pm
company, where the captain was closely i
interrogated in relation to the eircum-

il

Snr-

When a man and woman are made one by a
clergyman, tin* question is. which is the one.
Sometimes there is a long struggle l.nTween
them befor* this matter b linally settled.

on.

\

Tell-that the last

i bo

Rye Meal,
Rye,
Corn,
Barley,
Beans,

what State he lived in? To which tie* boy
*\a stale of -in and mi-cry."

PRIOL CURRENT.

BELFAST

One Hundred Deaths per week in New York
and Brooklyn from JHsrasrs of the throat and
lungs! And yet Hole's Honey of llorchound
and Tar* taken in time, would prevent seveneighths of this frightful mortality. No cough
or cold can resist this balsamic
remedy. Critbnlon's, 7 Gth \ venue. Sold by all Druggists.
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

Lb. NICE

NEW JFTGS

At C. II

MlTCIIEl.l S,

G. W. BURKETT & CO.,

Hayford Block,

Church St.,

BELFAST.

Fisherman's Daughter.

Th©

ISV

N

AN

Anecdotes oi' Rats.

Many instances have been recorded of
the display of intelligence by rats, to which
we beg leave to add the following. A farmer's wife in the. west remarked that the

VliUDAM.

Si'-ter! are tho him waves roiling,
All unheeded on the shore?
Does my little boat lie useless.
With each gaily painted oar
idle ’gainst the rowlocks.
Lying
To be used by me no more?

cream on

Do the sea-birds come at evening
An when their L used to roam?
Dip the tips of their loug pinionin the shining crest ot foam?
Do they call, and 1 not answer.
Lying on my couch at home?
Those old rocks with ragged lingers.
Pointing upward to the sky:
"till tin* sunbeams dance upon them.
Though they're watched by no fond eye,
Though they never now re-echo
To the sound of my glad cry.
sister! when the glowing autumn.
Turn- the green leaves into gold :
When the sunsets have a glory
That i- wondrous to behold.
When the winds come in at evening
From the ocean, damp and cold.
Lav m»* not, <>. sweet! my sister,
in tho earth so cold ami brown:
W here the wliib1 stones all look upward.

And the white moon shineth down :
Ami afar from the tall liill-top
< oldlv stares tin*
white, white town.
Let no organ sound my requiem.
Let no loud bell for ine toll;
I would rest beneath the ocean
Where the calm, sweet billows roll.
Ringing, in their ceaseless rhythm.
Solemn anthems for mv soiil.

*is.

1 .illie I'im** was the name of him
« M
whom I have i<> tell,
\n.l he abode on the western road
hi the Iniw town of L.
\- tram- weni down through the little town.
11* paddled through the ran*
Hi- stock in trade—iced lemonade.

ike, peanuts, and cigars.
onduetor Dunn was the only on*
Who’d not hi- trade allow
■\nd so 'twixt him and Little Tim
I'here always was a row.
last one day they had a t ay.
And Timothy declared
II- d ‘*iix old Dunn, ‘as sure'.- a gun.'
It both there lives were span-,l

At

oil'he went, with thi> intent.
And sold his stock in trade;
Hi- earnings hard lie spent for lard.
And started for “the grade."

This place, you know, is where trains go
hillside,
lard—it isn't hard
To get up quite a slide.)
lie took a stick and spread it thick.
Remarking, with a smile,
“There’ll he some fun when Mr. Dunn.
Commences to ‘strike ile!*
\ poll the steep
Kiel where—with

advance was made.

Then little Tim—*twas bold in him—
Cried out in accents shrill,
“Remember me, Conductor I)..
When you get up the hill!”
MORAL.

trade i.- up a grade
That we should all ascend.
And with a will help up the hill
Dur fellow-man and friend.
m

When ‘*on the road," don't iiieommml
The seeker alter pelf,
< >r. ten to one. like Mr. Dunn.
Y«»u won’t get up yourself.
Modern Dresa.

-Not so Had as it Seems. When we see
Xillson and Kellogg acting Margaret in
Simplest, finest crape whose white 1'oUls fall
ami sweep with statuesque grace, we are
charmed with the garb, and would fain dispense with panniers andrufflings and doublings. Hut presently a lady appears in the
drawing room splendid with sheen of satin,
the fairy frost-work of lace, the white repose of pearls or the dazzle of diamonds ;
the little country girl Hits among her
flowers, fresh as they, with the morning
red upon her cheeks, the heaven's blue in
her eyes, and every puff of her
fluttering
ribbons modeled upon the last fashion
plate, and at once the ancients go down lielore tin' moderns.
The flowing lines id'
crape and muslin you say, may answer for
the stage—may have answered well for
Helen, with a maiden to every fold lor A
pasia entrancing the youths and philosophers of Athens; but they would fare but
hardly in the scrimmage of modern life, in
the daylight of gardens, or the glitter of
evening splendors. We can hardly find
words strong enough to express our disapprobation of the cramping bodies of modern dress.
Our ladies would be disgusted,
-ays the fashion denouncer, to see their
Venus, their Psyche, their Clyde, tricked
•■lit in the nineteenth-century corsage. Hut
i! • more, I
imagine, than would the critics
to see the nineteenth-century ladies dress.
e 1 in Venus's array.
Clyde's mantua-inaking is perfectly hygienic, but her loose
robe.
—

•■Slipping down, loaves bare
I lor bright breast, shortening into siglr-."
Yet

Clytic

followed the fashions of her

It may be

clumsy

and

uncom-

can

——OF-

—IN

CORN, FLOUR & HAY

(Direct from theManufacturers in Boston and New York.)

Chestnuts, Filberts, English Walnuts, Pecans, Castauas, Shellbarks, Virginia and African
Peanuts, New Figs, Valencia Layer and Muscatel Raisins, Lemons & Oranges,

anil Twine!

SHIP

CROCKERY,

COME & SEE FOR YOURSELF.

New Stock of Fine

Single

Paints, Oils and Varnishes!

and

Double, Breech & Muzzle Loading Shot Guns, Rifles, Revol-

vers,Cartridges,Powder Flasks.
Shot Pouches, Game Bags, Gun
Highest cash price paid for
Wads, Wad Cutters, aiog Collars, Knives, Sporting & Blast- Hay and all kinds of Country
Produce,
ing Powder, Shot & Caps,

for Cash!

Cheap

A corn

gives the

Times

||] risk.

New

ground

i suffered with Catakkii thirty years, and was cured
a simple remedy.
Will send receipt, postage free,
Rev. T. J. MKAD, Drawer 170,

Constantly

ADVERTISER

hand.

EVERY DAY!

Do not forget that there is
by purchasing your Goods at

lyr37

Dealers

Steel, Blacksmith and Quarry
Outfits, Ship Chandlery, Carriage
Stock, Fishermen’s Goods and
and

ron

Groceries.
Also

agents fur AMERICAN POWDER CO.
Rockland, July 1st, 1873.—Gin52.

about three miles east of the town of Dun-

fortable. The really
elegant dress admits ture lands in its course. The level of the
full play of all the muscles that a woman upper surface of the
bog was formerly
has any occasion to use while she is wear- sttiO feet above the sea, and that of the
ing it: and surely the American woman water at Dunmore 190 feet, showing a fall
of our age would be no better equipped of 70 feet.
1'p to a fortnight ago this bog
for her work by adopting the costume of presented the
appearance of most of our
Helen. It is to be said, moreover, thai in Irish
bogs, i. e., its skirts, adjoining the
our day fashion is, to the last
degree, ac- arable land, consisting of high turf banks,
commodating. If one has constitutional its centre being exceedingly wet and
objections to the plain waist, the polonaise spongy.
is ready, with every degree of
illness. If
On tin; first of October the farmer occorsets are repugnant, they can lie discupying a farm on the Corrabel stream,
pensed with, and no one be the wiser but nearest the bog, was digging his potatoes,
the dispenser.
If skirts are too long, when he
suddenly observed a brown
what doth hinder that they be shortened !J mass slowly
approaching him. He left
If they ought to hang from the shoulders, his
spade in the ground and went for
«o hang them. None of these
things move the neighbors; on Ids return the mass
the world from its equipoise. One can (which was the
moving bog) had half
accomplish them all, and yet live and covered his potato field, and completely
move and have her being without rebuke
hidden from sight his field of corn, with
—nay, even without notice from fashion. the exception of a few ‘stooks’ situated on
Some of our prophets predict a return to a knoll;
they still remain an island in the
tiie saadal of antiquity, and if fashions middle of a scene of desolation. This was
were, a matter of will we
might perhaps but the commencement; since then the
advocate the change. If sandals could be
bog has continued to advance in a rolling
so arranged as to keep the feet warm and
mass, continuing its course right down
in
winter
they would be cool and the valley to Dunmore, burying on its
dry
charming in summer,and neat and pleasant way three farm houses, and covering at
all the year around to the foot, which they least one hundred and
eighty acres of paswould protect without confining. But our ture and arable land to a
depth, in somevarious little side issues of foot drawings places, of six i'eet. To unfortunate occuand broad soles avail but little. In shoes, piers of Providence, farmless and homeas in gowns, neither the large nor the
less, with their families, on the world.
small has any advantage, but the shoo that
The source, of this disaster presented a
fits you is the right shoe. You make much wonderful
appearance. The subsidence at
ado with models and measurements, and the
discharging point cannot be less than
weeks of waiting are put to pedal torture. do feet. The extent of the
hog effected is
You step into the next shoe shop, and in most clearly defined
a series of black
by
1 en minutes are shod with
suppleness and “crevasses, where the upper crust of the
strength. [Bazar.
bog has, by the subsidence below, been
The whole assumes the
torn assunder.
A correspondent ol a neighboring jour- form of a crater half a mile in diameter.
With considerable difficulty we piloted
nal tells of a county clerk in a rural town,
who had a pet calf which he was training our way to the center, where we found the
up in the ways of the ox; the calf walk- brown liquid bog boiling out like a stream
ed around
very peaceably under one end of lava and feeding the moving mass in the
of the yoke, while Mr Clerk held
up the valley below. At the point where the booother end, but in an unfortunate moment burst, the turf banks were forced
riglit
the man conceived the idea of putting his over and round on either side,and assumed
own neck in the yoke, to let the call see
somewhat the appearance of “moraines.”
how it would seem to work with a partThis and similar disasters to which this
ner ; this frightened mister call, and elecountry is liable must be attributed to the
vating his tail and his voice, he struck a absence of a complete and good system of
“dead run” for the village. Mr. Clerk arterial drainage.”
went along, with his head down and his
“You are a nuisance; I'll commit you,”
plug hat in his hand, straining every
said an offended judge to a noisy person
nerve to keep up, and crying out at the
top of his voice—“Here we come, blast in court. “You have no right to commit
a nuisance,” said the offender.
our fool souls, head us, somebodv!”

For Diseases of the T hroat
such as Coughs, Colds.

ELMER SMALL. M. D.,

Physician* Surgeon
Belfast,

Maine.

office:

residence:

Over Caldwell’s Book
Store, Main St.

j

Corner Miller & Contf
gross Sts.

j

For sale

by the Subscriber,

B.
April 2<>,

at West Winter port.

XTEW

A. J.

DR. G-.

Just

opened at Brooks consisting of DRY and
FANCY GOODS.
PLEASE (iHE VS A

CALL !.&&

S. L. DODGE.
Brooks, Sept. 4.—tfli

H.
E

of
I>r. Moore, corner of Church and
Y If Spring Streets-. Has all the latest
improved instruments for opt rating upon teeth, in-

{/npeSS^SfiL

cluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!

NEW

J. C. CATES, JR.,
Belfast, May 27, 1873.

RAISINS
At

by the

with the most varied and extensive stock ever before ottered in the city of Belfast.
Consisting in
part of MI LLINERY, LADIES’ HATS in straw and
velvet, MISSES’ SCHOOL HATS, FEATHERS,
FLOWERS and RIBBONS.
SASH RIBBONS in
all styles and qualities,
SLIPPER PATTERNS
from 75 cts. up.
Now is the time to make your
selections for Christmas. Also Ottoman and Towel
Rack Patterns.

Dress

by the
HAIR
Goods.

lb. HUMAN HAIR
RAIS, and every description
Children’s Mittens, Gloves,
ounce or

B. F. WELLS.

BELFAST, ME.
17

E. L.

STICKNEY.

Box or Lb.

MACE & HURD

Manufacturers of and Wholesale
and Fancy

CONFECTIONERY,

Dealers in Plain

FOREIGN

FRUITS
TOBACCO AND CIGARS, WRAPPING
PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR & MOLAS
CORN

CAKES, CORN
CANDY, COCOANUTS, AC.

SES

corner

Manufactured

Fancy Candies]

at MITCHELL'S

Wholesale trade.

for Ihe

i

r t u

FA UK TO (5081 ON,

equaled by any

a

1*1

I, K VV 1 ST(
—.

\
,

■

low

xr«*at Clio change: how iuaprot **«)
natal or|>ant have become.
ata Preteolutive
«ilwav* hate a llo\ of

R/EDER’S
which will

fmiulreds of
Oo

not

tore

cent*.

hy

it-

use

AM.

1*KI Vl.NT disease and-ave*

NOJALM

take* any other |»ieparation.liut
obtain tl»«* above.
Price 3a

to

«ale

by

Corner II ain

ltIc:HAVtl»
A

II

lli^li tlreelt
F,ijv.ii

coughs, colds,

For

en-

The Peruvian

Who oiler lor sale at the lowest

a

m

i—MI

All kinds, from Simpson Koostors to liest
live G eese.

MATTRESSES,
Hair, Husk and Kxeelsior.

FIELD & MATHEWS,

L. D. SINE’S TWENTIETH

Grand Annual Distribution!
Thursday, .January 1st,

1-: j.

6200,000 00
IN VALUABLE GIFTS.
GRAND CAPI TAL

$20,000

IN

16,

$10,000

Belfast.
15

187:5.

CARTER'S

PRIZF,

scrvi-.l in
every style anil at all times. Also MKAI.S
AT ALL HOURS. A large stock of Confectionery
of every description, Cigars and Tobacco always on
hand.
49*0 ANN ED FRUITS and JELLIES a specialty.

ST (JIVE ME A CALL'.JEk
You will

always

iind every

GREENBACKS!

ONE CASH PRIZE $5,000 III GREENBACKS
$3000*1
$1000=

2J

Ten

Prizes

2500

(Job! and Silver Lever Hunting Watches
all,) worth from $20 to $:’»uo.

$500

in

Coin Silver Vest

Chains, Solid and Double-plated
Silver-ware, .Jewelry, &.C., See.
Whole number Gifts 25,000 !
Tickets limited to 100,000!
AGKNTS WAXTKD toSKI.r. I ICK I'. I S m whom
Liberal Premiums will be paid.
Single Tickets $2; Six Tickets $10; Twelve
tion of the manner of drawing, ami ot her information
in reference to the Distribution, will be sent to any
ordering them. All letters must he addressed to

one
.M at\ oi

It

K,

101 W. Fifth St.

t,. D. SINE, Box 86,
Cincinnati, O.

FISHER M E IT!

thing

that is usually
A. R. CARTER.

Hetiisgs

& let

Fittings.

AF.

as usual Sunday
A. F. Riggs,
Cross St.
99
mn'\rn*;
Belfast, June 26.—tlal

Brown Bread

■

Call and See

Pay Tour Taxes
1872 and save cost. Also pay your taxes for
1873 and save the discount.
I will be at the
Assessor’s Office, over the store of Oakes Angier,
in
afternoon
December,
every
(Sundays excepted),
between 2 and 5 o’clock of each day.
DANIEL L. PITCHER,
Collector of Tastes.
Belfast, Nov. 27, 1873.

good an assortment of
grades, usually found in a

WOOLEN GOODS of

by

Dituc

Woman

A

Years,
AuJ

in

Catarrh

First-Class Tailoring Establishment.

FURNISHING GOODS
of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, 10 cents a box
three boxes for g cents, iu all sizes and all the
other better grade of Collars, tftl H. L. LORD.

Salmon, Shad,
Ba?s & Smelt

Nettings,
quality and lowest prices, always in stock.
ORDERS FILLED AT SHORT NOTICE, (jive us
a call before deciding elsewhere.

Of best

H. & G. W. LORD,

or

111
6m

COMMERCIAL S'E.
Boston, Mass.

Boston

TESTIMONIALS.
I regard Mr F.-hU as on.* of tie must capable
and successful practitioners with whoiul have had
* HAKLF.S
official intercourse
MASON, ConouD
sinner of Patents
1 have uo hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a luau more competent and
trustworthy, and more ca|uihle of putting their an
plications in a form to secure from them an earl
ami favorable consideration at the Patent Office
KDM UNI) BULKK,
Late Commissioner of Patents."
"Mr. K

II. Kd.ly has made far me overTHIttT\
for Patents, having been successful lu
Such unmistakable proof m
every case.
great talent and ability on his part, leads me to re
commend ALL inventors to apply to him to procure
their patents, as they may be sure of having the
most faithful attention bestow'd on their case-, and
at very reasonable charges
,M»HN' TAGGAKI
Boston. .Ian ! Isr.'i —iyrfti.

35

applications
almost

Cured.
Throat, Chokings,

Droppings
Stranglings, Pams in the Side,
Loins, Headache, Dizzinoss and
General Weakness, Cured by less

Belfast

CONSTITUTIONAL

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

lo M ss its. Littlkki r 1.1» & (\»., I ’ropriet ors of ('ou
atitutionnl Catarrh Jutitc/y, Manchester. N. 11.
1 reside at Manchester, .V H., and previously resided at delimiter and am a native of Weare, this
State. I liave had catarrh twenty-live years, ever
since 1 was ly years old, hail it bad all the time. It
run till that period, and nights it would till up and
drop down in my throat, causing a feeling of chok
ing, so that I woulds pring up iu bed to save myself
from strangulation.
It affected my head so that 1
felt coufiised, and was troubled with severe headache at interval**, for a week at a time. I also had
bad pains in shoulders, back, and kidneys, from
which I suffered immensely. So bad were they, that
a year ago last summer 1 was obliged to lie iu bed
most of tlie time for three months.
1 have tried all
kinds of snuff and Catarrh remedies with no par
ticular benefit, and consulted physicians. 1 bad a
hacking cough. I began to take the Constitutional
Catarrh llemedy last August. 1 began to grow bet
ter before finishing the first bottle. I am now on the
third bottle. My Catarrh is cured; my health is re1 have no pains, aches, or cough'.
stored.
My
whole system is made over new. 1 know it is tbi"
medicine that lias rescued me from intense sufit ring
I am now able to do the
and almost the grave.
hardest work and bear tin* greatest exposure, ami
feel that I cannot say too much in favor of tin* Con
atitntionut Catarrh Ihunedii.
MUS. I
.1. l'l.AMlKKS.
Manchester, N II., Keb. 1, 1»71.

‘‘A Penny Saved

DEPOSITS

made

12 A. M.
John 11.

3m19

Qitimhy,

lreas.

or

Earned

before the 1st of any

ASA

FAUNCK, Pre.’f

Commissioner's Notice.
THE
having been appoint
the Hon. Judge c>f Probate,
receive
WE ed by SUBSCRIBERS,
and examine the claims of creditors
the
to

to
estate ol

Charles Turner, late of Prospect, deceased, repre
seated insolvent, do hereby giv
notice that six
months are allowed to said creditors to bring tn
their claims and that we shall attend that service,at
the residence of the lute < harles Turner, in Prospect,
on the lust
Saturdays of December and April next,
at ten o’clock A. M., of each of said days, at which
times creditors can be present and prove their
claims if they see tit.
AMOS B. TREAT,
OUKUMMOUW*
EDWARD DA KIR] DDE, I
Belfast, Nov. 21, isr.'i.
«■

Commissioner's Notice.
the subscribers, having been appointed by
the Hon. Asa Thurlough, Esq., to receive and
examine the claims of creditors to the estate ot Sam
uel Burgess, late of Searsmont, deceased, represent
ed insolvent, do hereby give notice that six months
to bring
In uud
are allowed to suit! creditors
prove their claims; and that we shall attend that sei
vice at the office of D. E. Johnsou, in Belfast, on the
seventeenth day of January, A. b. 1S74, at two
o’clock in the afternoon, and on the eleventh day ol
Mav. A. D. 1874, at two o’clock in the afternoon
DEO. E. JOHNSON,
MARSHALL DAVIS, ( ou*
>w22
Dated this .stli day ot November,'A. I); 1878.

WE

\

VToTIt’E IS HEREBY LIVEN, That the Dlrec
tors ol the Bangor and Calais Shore Line Kail
road Company will petition the coming
for permission to build a railroad bridge, over the
Penobscot river, to connect with any railroad on the
west side of the same, at some place between the
south line of Verona and the north line of the town
of Bucksport.
I. W. MOURE, Prest
Cherrytield, Nov. Util, 1873.

Legislature

1

HAS NEVER BEEN EQUALED.

Twok— prootf—1 pUoo pioplaa
—4 IkwroHool —la U—hAIj.

Clark*’* 9«w M«th*4

fcr Iko PI—»F«rto maim lk«
papU by wr pro *>4—0 |p Ik*
kl*k—t pr»eUo*l walla.
Mir Mailt Prtaa, M » 1

& CO.,

MANCHESTER, N. II.
For Sale in Belfast by
RICHARD H. MOODY.

on

Penny

Belfast, July Id, l»7o.

by addressing the Proprietors,

IilTTXEFIEIiD

i9 a

luonth, will be placed upon interest ever)
month, vexcept May and November) and the interest
computed upon the suine in June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room, from
if to 12 A. M.f and 2 to 1 P. M
Saturdays from v to

1 am f>:» years old, have had ( atarrh ever since 1
was eighteen years old, and headache all the time;
have suffered beyond description with running at the
nose, droppings in the throat, chokings andstranof Catarrh Heme
glings. Have tried any
dies, but have found no relief till 1 tried your Constitutional ( 'atarrh Kemedy, six months ago, I found
immediate relief.
Catarrh and all its attendant evils have left, Headache, Pains in Loins and Back, Dizziness, Loss of
Appetite, and (leneral Weakness. Less than three
bottles of constitutional Catarrh Kemedy have cured
I have not been so well since F can remember
me.
as now.
1 feel as if I could not say too much for the
medicine, or thank («od too heartily that through its
iustrumentalitv 1 have been restored to health.
MAKY M. ABBOTT,
No. 17 Manchester Corporation.
Manchester, N. 1L, Jan. L'7, ls>7^.

Hundreds of cases of a similar nature cured within
the last vear. Snutfs and Lotions areonlv temporary
relief. The CONSTITUTIONAL CATAKKH KKM
EDY strikes at the root, builds up the constitution,
makes it new, and drives away Catarrh and all diseases of the mucous membranes and their attendant
and aches, pertaining to head, back, shoulders,
kidneys, ami throat.
Price $1 per bottle. Sold by all Druggists. A 1 am
phlet of 3L* pages, giving a Treatise on Catarrh, and
containing innumerable cases of cures, sent fkkk,

Savings Bank.

pains

al*

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
manufactured to order by first-class workmen at as
low prices as the times will afford.
CUTTING attended to in all its branches by my
self. I have also a fine assortment of

Design-

utility

gfnduai, by.

Having

or

Kilby St.,

TF.lt AN F.XTKNSIVK PKACTICK of up
wards of thirty years, continues to secure T**
tents in tin* United States, also in Great Britain
France, ami other foreign countries. Cuveuts, Spe
itications, Assignments, and all papers for Patent,
executed on reasonable terms, with despatch
He
searches made to determine the validity and
of Patents, of Invention.- and legal and other ad
vice rendered in all matters touching the same
Copies of the claims of any patent furnished by i<*
mining one dollar. A-signment* recorded iu \\ u-h
imrton.
No Agency in the United States possesses superio:
facility for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the pa
tent ability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, w
her.* -u\. .1 im nturs.

Place, Boston.

t; is tu

Patent*

Inventions, Trade .Mark?*,

\ I
aV

The above lady is my mother. I am a painter by
trade, and am a member of the City Council of Man
Chester. Every word my mother states is true.
JACOB J. ABBOTT.

White Loaf Bread

a*

i>

of

No, 76 State St., opposite

CATARRH REMEDY

RIGGS wishes to inform his friends and
• customers that, he still continues to manufacture aud sell at wholesale and retail Crackers. Pilot,
Ship and Soda Bread, Oyster Crackers, Pies, Cakes
and Gingerbread.
4®“As a new feature I will bake

public

For

quantity

RIGGS’” BAKERY!

afternoon.

Solicitor

than Throe Bottles of tho

Tickets $20; Twenty-five $40.
Circulars containing a full list of prizes, a descrip-

OYSTERS

kept in a lirst class Saloon.
Belfast, Dec. 24—lyr25

Ii. H. EI)1)Y,

CATARRH!

GREENBACKS!

IN

Six Prizes

A. It. CARTER respectfully informs his numerous
friends and customers that he is still at the old
stand, CITY SALOON, where he will always be
ready to welcome all.

i\o. 1 Milton
{Job

Country!

ONE GRAND CASH PRIZF,

Belfast,

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN EATEN IS

SElH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors,

Enterprise

wft

Pine, The
only Reliable G ift Distribution in llie

To be Drawn

Oct.

<

Pamphlets Free.

Ever Brought to this Town.

Phoenix Bow,

Dry and Ground in Oil.

See that each bottle has PERUblown in the glass.

IMi

iti:i.m

am> (iitoi-Nit /.ink. i.miARi.i;, hi,
l.l'.AII, l.KAD I'llTI, SHKKT l.KAD. UN
1*1 I’ll. IlN LINK!) I'll'K, llill.N l-ll'l
AND 111 I INK S, I'l MI'S, Ac., A'
< >ur I*ur»* \\ hit.*
l.cail, both dry and ground in
w«- warrant to be
strictly pure* and <.i ut.vvih.
that ioi tineiie>>. tt«id> iii.t iiui.tOility.it i> nut sui
passed by any Lead in the market, eittier foreign
A mericau.
Ht/'In order to protect ourselves, we have adopt.
a- our trademark an
eight pointed red star, with ou
i'his is on every puck
corporate seal in tin* centn
None genuine without
age of our Pure Lead
iy:u

VIAN SYRUP
^

Agts

,

I'in

weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men an,l women; anil
invalids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.

Chamber Setts,
Black W alnut,
Chestnut

|

in

Boston Pure White Lead

stitution.
Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from

Sofas, Lounges,
Chairs, Tables and

i*

BOSTON.
M \ n t fa,

energizing effects arc not followed by corresponding reaction, blit are permanent, infusing strength, rigor, and new
life into all parts of the system,
and building up an Iron Con-

the

< >i:i*oi:a

H CHADWICK & CO

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

rhoea, Boils, Nervous Affect Ions,

liml..

Parlor Setts,

s

i 1 n<

J

Chills
and Fevers, Humors,
Doss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
state of the system.
Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its

sprain*-,

largest assortment of extra good

and

BOSTON LEAD CO.

an aliment, as
and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature’s Own Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures “a thousand ills,’’ simply
by Toning up, Invigoratin g and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diar-

Balm of Gilead Oil

living prices

At Ml lVHKU.’S.

easily digested

throat, hoarsened, colic.

...

■

Protect-

the character of

beast,

use the Halm ofliilead Oil,
Eet all quack medicine ahum.
>ii the shoulder of each bottle find
The name oi H. J. STf-VCNS blown,

Syrup, a

ed Solution of the Protoxide of
Iron, is so combined as to have

1

IK ITT EE OF Till.

sore

undersigned give* notice

IT ewShellbarks

MAKES MWEAK STRONG,

IN GILEAD."

cholera morbus, it can’t be beat.
None better for rheumatism, neuralgia,
bruises, diarrhoea and frosted feet.

»'he

is running the -<h
\ ••‘'tween
Belfast and

a-’fj

jgjjHf

<

a

man

ON

New Market for Produce.

It -till

or

ARRANGEMENTS

tint h
p. m tvi\NFl
Carver’s Har
l i.
earning freight and passengerschooner,win in port.iuav he tduu t
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For flesh wounds, sores of all kind.' oil
To the public it seems a regular tea-1.
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by all hruggists and dealer in Medicine*’
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'WINTER

(0*

Lowell, Mass.,
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Will leave Railroad Wharf. Portland, nrrv \ uesUu
and Friday evenings, at lo ..clock, for U«*cklunJ
< U'tine, Deer I-le,
>cdg\vick, South We-t Hurb>Mt. De-ert Milll.ridge, .lone-port and
Machiuipor:
Keturning will leave Alachiasport every Mono
an.I riuirsiiay mornings ,i
o’clock, arriving
Portland same evening, connecting with the f\<;
liiau Night
Train and early Morning Train- i,
Boston.
For further particulars impure ot Koss & Slut
taut. IT'.m oinmercial street, ,,r
< i Kl S s ITKDIVAN I
i.em-ral \geut
Portland Ala, 1'.*. Iv
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other medicine.
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The steamer

public about torts

confidence in its
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j makes the most effectual cure.: of Couyhs, (’olds,
Consumption,that can be made by medical skill. In
deed the Cherry Pectoral has really robbed these
dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a great extent
and given a feeling of immunity from their fatal
effects, that is well founded, if the remedy be taken
in season. Every family should have it in their clos
et for the ready and prompt reliet of it-< members.
Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved by this
timely protection. The prudent should not neglect
it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for the
protection it affords by it' time|\ me in sudden at

<

every

wait upon
them at short notice. ALL ORDERS BY MAIL
PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
T. L. MACE.
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«o‘AH freight inii't he a rompanied 1.. hill-.
Lading in duplicate All freight bills mu.it be pu
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delivery of goodWF.I.I,, Ageu:

Yes,

of Main and Cross Sts., Belfast.
the

Beg leave to inform their friends and
generally that they are now prepared to

1

continued series of

TO OFT A

GOODS! RESTAURANT.

C, H. MITCHELL’S.

Stick aid

MAINE.

-IS AT——

FALL

Yours Respectfully,

CATES

v

y

W.

on

Halm for every ache and pain,
l lnit cures the sick and heals the lame.

I have just returned from

Etc.

& STICKNEY dealers in Boots, Siioks,
Kliiukhs, Stock & Findings, respectfully
to
announce
the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that
they are now prepared to give as good bargains in
the above as can be had in the city, and nope by
strict attention to business to merit a liberal share of
your patronage.
Gent’s calf-boots, sewed or pegged, made to order
on short notice. Repairing neatly and promptly done.
No. 28, CUSTOM HOUSE SQUARE.
(Under Journal Office.)

never

One Prize

Head

New Firm.

tiles,

Yes,

FURNITURE

ti'4li

Hosiery, Hoop Skirts, Shirt Bosoms, Travelling
Baskets and Bags, and in fact all the novelties of the
season.
My, customers and friends are cordially invited to walk right in see the goods and learn' the
prices. Buy if you choose and hi- happy.

mo?.

Capt.

Will leave Ilf Hast for Bo.-don every Monday, \\
o'clock. 1* Si
‘day, Thursday and Saturday, at
Will lout
Holton even Aloud*;
Keturning
Tuesday. Thursday and Ft idav, at o’clock P. M

in

LOWKKL.

Balm of Gilead Oil

and tedious than by the old methods,
l eeth inserted in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer.
He has the country right for the use ol'

.SWITCHES,

C

long

a

THE PLACE TO BUY

by which the process is render -d much less painful

in all shades

STREET,
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maintained it

or

It has been known to the

by

cures, that have

S. Grant,

SEARSPORT.
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SNUFF
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will lie cured, and then, and not
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household words,
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P.TOMBARD,

WORSTEDS

Signs, Show-cards.

GERMAN

convince you of its wonderful

soon

merit iu

Balm of Gilead Oil

Successor to Dr.. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old stand

WINTER

VEST FACTORY

R/EDER’S
will

llml.'i

NEW YORK & BOSTON

58 MAIN

Nickerson,
H. Grant,

DEUTISTRT! NO EXAGGERATION!
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STORE!

j

compositions,
won

i*

come

P.extraordi

Sold

Row, will meet with prompt attention.
W. W. CASTLE, President & Manager.
ISAAC C. ABBOTT, Sec’y & Superintendent.
tf!2
Belfast, Sept. 22, 1873.

PLUMMER.

1873.— tf48

any one suffering from this nasty
foul disease look at the above pic- j
ture of iais nasal organs. A. short trial
of the remedy

Lungs,
Whooping

of mankind and be-

I : A M K H
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amt

and

lew

H.
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anion# not only one but
5\many nations, must have

I’llAl'TH

FOUNDRY CO.

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

X I,SUPERPHOSPHATE

Capt.

he

which ha\

money saved

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
given to making and inserting

BRADLEY’S

CAMBRIDGE

t

Asthma and Con-

ri:i:rai:i.i»

G. WHITE

In

m

Pectoral!

Cherry

Dr. J. C. AYER & Co.,

BELFAST

TELEGRAPH BUILDING. Belfast, Me,

H.KE. GRIE&CO.

c«»i
187.T.

•mitt

yourselves.

Belfast. Maine.

at Law!

call and examine for

us a

F. A. FOL LETTS,

WALLACE,

4fc*j~All business entrusted to him will receive
prompt attention.

Give

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

BURGESS, Proprietor.

Attorney

i*.

It ohm* tuber that

Ton a L.

We have recently received
another cargo of Corn and Oats
per Schr. G. M. Partridge and
are selling same
very low for
cash.
Call early and get your
winter supply.

Vinegar,
on

PER WEEK !

TRIPS

S T E A M E R

rour

^

Belfast,

Job Printing Office
No. 10 Sain St., (Up Stairs,) Belfast, So.
GEO. E.

Cider

at Law! NEW CIDER

/fc^-Orders promptly attended to.

1UUR

fifteen mile Lot li 2, on the eastside of and adjoining
the Sehasticook River, containing about 223 acres.
Another parcel containing t wo acres, more or less,
being same conveyed by Kphraim Hatch to Klin- ami |
deo. Milliken by deed dated
August, Is.'.7, a ml re i
corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Vol
page :uo. I
Two other parcels, one containing about : o acres,
and the other about 8U acres, being same conveyed
by Lorenzo Baxter to William McAHi-ter by deed
dated October
ls;>2, and recorded in Waldo Reg
istry ot Deeds, Vol. s., page 1<>2; all of ol said live
same
descrim .1 in Deed of Klias Milli
parcels being
ken to Kdward Milliken and -aid .lame- I Whitm-y
dated April 12,
and recorded in Waldo Regi-tn
of Deeds, Vol. 132, page
tin*
conditions
of said mortgage having been
Now,
broken, notice is herebv given to foreclose the same.
ATKINSON IIOBAK1. Tree.
Dec. 1, 1873.
3w22

im

to order.

Pure

JOHNSON,

G. W.

TWO STEAMERS ORE TH ROUTE

Perhaps no one ever se.
f cured so wide a reputation

Good Family Flour and firstclass Groceries, Fresh Roasted
Java and Rio Coffee, to be

by

St.,( 8e“"r)

__

K

to all afflicted.
Syracuse, N. V.

No. 10 Main

BOSTON&LOWELL

It Is.

as

IIKUKAS, James I.. Whitney, then ot Clinton
Core, but now of Burnham, in Waldo ( ounty,
on December •>, 1871, by his
mortgage deed of that
date recorded in the Waldo lb-gist ry of Deeds, Vol.
157, page 282, conveyed to Newport Savings Bank in
Newport, in the county of IVnobscot, one undivided
half part of the following described parcels of laud
in said town of Burnham, to wit.
Lots >*i and tin in

No

Nesbitt, foxboro, Mass.

Attorney

-FOR-

1873, Arrangement for the Season of 1873

sumption.

HORRIBLE!

E.

Behold It

Notice of Foreclosure.

We have a full and fine stock
Only place in the city where that we have
bought low for
you can find a good variety of
cash
and
shall
sell for cash as
Fishing Tackle, Bamboo Rods,
low as the lowest.
&c., &c.

Brokers, :{'J Wall St,, Now York.

G.

.h

r.

lie

:{2-pagepamphlet free.
_Valentine Tumbridge & Co., Bankers

Agents everywhere.

Sanford’s Indepeniest Unel

CATARRH!

October Term,
)
1 non the foregoing libel, it N Ordered, That the
libellant cause notice of the pendency of said libel
to be given to the said
Kvelyn A. Orcutt, by publishing an attested copy of the same with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, a public newspaper printed ut Belfast, in
the County of Waldo, tin* last publication to be at
least fourteen days before the term of this Court,
next to be holden at Belfast, within and for said
County of \\ aldo, on the first Tuesday of January,
1874, that she may then and there appear, and show
cause, if any she has, why the prayer of the libel
lant should not be granted.
Attest—W. G. FRYK, Clerk.
Copy of libel and order thereon.
W G. FRYK, Clerk.
Attest

S100 invested in Wall St.
S’jjSjRVfiV to
often leads to a fortune.

;vasta-

fortable, pinching here and bagging there, more. in the northern part of Galway
and then it is a trial to health and temcounty. Heretofore this hog was connectper. Hut the master of arts among dress- ed with the Dunmore river, by a small
makers knows that a dress too tight is a stream called the Corrabel river,
flowing
misfit: that to be perfect it must be comthrough a continuation of tillage and pas-

WaUDO, ss.—Si

Cough, Bronchitis,

Phenix

Bog.

CHANDLERY,

H ARD WAR 22 !

DEFY COMPETITION.

in N. Y.

Family Groceries,

Country Produce

Which will be sold, Wholesale
or Retail, at prices that will

Bonds

&

Fancy

(jtMieral Foundry & Machinists

Irish

—

Confectionery, Cigars, Tobacco,

Time-'keepr

OWEN

an

Co.)

Wholesale & Retail Dealers

the human frame, it may spur a weary
brain or feeble arm to undue exertion for
Dealer In
a short time,
but its work is destructive \
not constructive.
It cannot add one mole- i Provisions of all Kinds !
Cttle to the plasm out of which our bodies Including Beef, Pork, Lamb, Veal, Poultry, &<•., &c.
The Manager of this establishment announces to
Vegetables in their season, Pickes, Relishes, ( aimed
are daily built up. On the contrary, it exProvisions.
its customers and the public that since tin* lire he
The best price paid for country produce in hi- line
ert- upon it a most deleterious influence.
tr> lias leased and fitted up the Wilder Foundry, at the
Journal Buildina
D*ifsist
It does not supply, but diminishes vital
Head of the Tide, Belfast, and is supplying it with
force.
superior tools of every description, Lathes, Planers,
It lias been denied that tobacco leads to
R. Y. GRIE & GO. &e., and is
organic disease, but the evidence is very
Wholesale Dealers in
and
it
be
the
other
would
Prepared to Fill all Orders
way,
very
strong
Groceries, Grocer’s
remarkable if continued functional dewith promptness and t.» turn out FIRST CLASS
WORK.
Drugs, Crockery,
rangement did not ultimately lead to
chronic derangement of the organs: that
Mr. Abbott, Mr. Chase, and all the well known
Wooden Ware, & Co
it causes functional disturbance, no one
Rockland, July 1st, l*7o.— GmW
supervisors and workmen of the establishment, will
dreams of denying: indeed, it lias been
be found at the new place, ready to wait upon cusremarked that no habitual smoker can be
tomers.
D. BUGBEE & CO.
-aid to have a perfect day's health.
Manager's office ii- Pheni.v Row, over Leo. F.
Txeessive smoking is unquestionably BOOK SELLERS White’s store.
bad. And even the smallest quantity of
We are prepared to do jig -awing and wood turnACCOUNT BOOK MANUFACTURERS AND
ing, in any amount mid style. Having just put on
smoking is very bad for boys. To see an BOOK
BINDERS, Bangor, Mi*. Account Books of
urchin in years old sucking a cigar, which every description ruled to pattern, made to order, some new and expensive tools for the purpose, we
is nearlv as bigas himself, is an unpleasant l'iun'o Music, Magazines, &c., &c., bound with neat- can now execute iron planing to JO incites, and turn
ness and dispatch.
Return freight paid.
shafting up to 10 feet lengths.
spectacle, and it bodes little for the future
<>m52
43*All orders promptly attended to.
Orders left at the ollice over Leo. F. White’s,
energy of the premature smoker"
Bursting of

to J. H. Lane &

find the

Paprr, Wrapping Paper, Paper Bags

A. ORCUTT, of A’orthport, in said
libels and gives this honorable Court to
on the second day of October, A. I>.
be
1871, he was lawfully married to Kvelyn A. Orcutt,
at Belfast, in said County, by Rev. \Y. (). Thomas, a
minister of the Gospel duly authorized to solemnize
marriages in said County; that the residence of the
said libellee is believed by tlie libellant to be in
Haverhill, in the State of Massachusetts; that for
two years next preceding the said marriage jour
libellant had not seen said libellee but once, until a
few days before said marriage; that lie was induced
to marry her by means of her false and fraudulent
representations that she was a chaste and irtuouwoman, which he believed to be true, but in fact she
was not virtuous, but was at the time of said marriage pregnant with child by some person to your
libellant unknown; that they cohabited together as
man and wife for two weeks next after said mar
satisfied of the condition
riage, when he
of tlie libel[ee as aforesaid, immediately repudiated
her and did not thereafterwards live or have any intercourse with her.
Wherefore your libellant prays that the bonds ol
marriage between him and the said Kvelvn A. Orcutt
CIIARUKS A. ORCCTT.
may be dissolved.

CATARRH!

becoming

LARGEST AND BEST STOCK

Clergymen,

cotic and exciting substances, and has no
food value. Stimulation means abstractIt involves the nared, not added, forca
cotic paralysis of a portion of the functions,
the activity of which is essential to healthy
life
It will he said that tobacco soothes and
cheers the weary toiler, and solaces the
overworked brain.
Sueli may be its
momentary effects, but the sequel cannot
lie ignored. All such expedients are fallacious
When a certain amount of brainwork or hand-work lias been performed,
nature must have space to recuperate, and
all devices for escaping from this necessity
will fail. It is bad policy to set the house
on tire to warm our hands by the blaze.'
Tel it, then, be clearly understood, that !

day and sinned not, and Annie Maria fol- tion caused b\ the bursting of an Irish
lows the fashions ot her day, “close-but- bog;
toned t» the chin,” with equal innocence.
“The scene to which I refer is the re1‘‘ the close waists lits well, it is a health- sult of the
bursting of a bog, situated
ful waist.

There you

Teachers, Students,
Postmasters, and
wide-awake Young Men, and Men and Women of all
classes :
You can easily earn a first-class
Sewing Masliine;
or Books sufficient to stock a
Library; or some valuable Pictures to beautify your
homes; or a nice
or a good
(Clock or Watch);
Stereoscope;
or a Music Box; or a Gold
Pen; or a Photographic
Album; or a Stand Kerosene Lamp for your Parlor
ora Fine Accordeon ; or Webster’s Illustrated
Quarto
Dictionary; or Rogers’ World-renowned Statuary
Groups; or a tine Violin; or a Remington Rifle Cane';
or a Remington Double Barrel Breech
Loading Shot
Gnu; or a Cabinet Organ worth $140; by simply
working up your unoccupied time in a way explained
in the circulars of the M. II. P. Co.
Perfectly legitimute and respectable; many would sav
philanthropic.
Address M. II. 1*. CO.,
East 2SthSt., New York.

A WEEK to
J. 1).
Patent.

the temporary excitement produced by
bv the <1----truction of
tobnroo is
v ital force, and that it contains
absolutely
nothing which can lie ot use to the tissues
of the body.
Tobacco add- no potential strength to

CT.,

Everything.

nomai, bbut & b.
(Successors

OLD MAIDS

and

On this subject we give the following
remarks (rum the lVpnlar Science Monthly.
We recommend them to the consideration
ot smokers:
“Tobacco belongs t« the class of nar-

hey tried in vain! that fated train
< ould not ascend the
grade;
Tin wheels would spin with horrid din.

Success

The Place to Huy

Prove the best, Semi-annual Coupons.
Abundant
Security, interest prompt, unaffected by panics. Send
for circular to Kansas Loan and Trust Co.,
Topeka,
Kan
T. B. Sweet, Pres. A. C. Iiurnham, V. Pr.
G. M. Noble, Sec.

Use of Tobacco.

t

no

PAYING 12 PER

performed a teat quite as ingenious. A
trap which was baited for their capture
was habitually plundered without a single
rat
They had evidently invented some
plan for safely stealing away the bait, and
what the plan was could only be learned
bj setting a watch on the trap. We shall
explain liow the theft was effected. The
trap was of the kind which is sometimes
employed for catching mice. It was abox
with a sliding door, which was sustained
by mechanism connected with the bait,
(hi the bait being nibbled at. the door de-

of recent occurrence.

H*- lay in wait: the train was late.
And came a-pulling hard.
With heavy load right up the road
To where lie spread the lard.

Vet

—is—

for 1874

Mortgage

%

1STo. BO, IvTain. Street.

send for circulars and terms to ,T. B. Ford & Co.,New
York, Boston. Chicago, Cincinnati or Sail Francisco.

conds and makes the mouse a prisoner.
The two rats saw through the device, atid
resorted to the following very simple but
effectual method to take away the bait,
which was a piece of toasted cheese, and
yet escape imprisonment. One of them
placed itself under the door, so that it
might fall on its back, while the other
crept in and successfully carried off the
morsal of cheese. The first rat then drew
itself from under the door, and joined its
companion. This demonstration of rat intelligence, like tlie preceding incident, is

So

ITew Goods! CIIAULKS
County,
informed that

-AT-

—

Real Estate

Revenue.

To the Honorable Justices of Ike Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be /addon at Helfasty within and for the County of Waldo ^ on the third Tuesda >/ of Ortof>cr, .1 />..
1873.

XTew Firm!

Indispensable

taken the unwarrantable liberty by dipping pieces ol' bread in it, but she could
find nothing to confirm her suspicions;
and by an ! by die noticed strange little
streak- ol cream on the edge of the milkLAST AND BEST
basins. as if a string had been dipped in
combination for Can
and drawn out, so as to leave a mark. At
| rasseis, Agents, and
Salesmen /
last .'.m discovered the secret. The cream
Henry
ward Beeihkk’s
was stolen by rats, which
got upon the family newspaper gives every subscriber a pair of the
and finest OLEOGRAPHS—two most attracedges of the earthenware basins contain- largest
tive subjects, that “take” on sight—painted by Mrs.
ing the milk, and not being able to reach Anderson,
as contrasts and companions for her
down to it. a depth of several inches, nor “Wide Awake” and “Fast
Asleep.” Agents have
IMMENSE
SUCCESS; call it the “best business ever
daring to attempt to go down, as they offered canvassers.”
We furnish the lightest and
could never have climbed up the smooth handsomest out tit, and
pay very high commissions.
surface again, dipped in tlie tips of their Each subscriber receives without delay two beau
tiful pictures, which are ready for IMMEDIATE
with
the
drew
them
loaded
tails,
long
up
DELIVERY.
The
itself stands peerless
rich cream, and licked them. An arrange- among family journals,paper
being so popular that ot its
ment of the basins, such that tlie rats could class it has the largest circulation in the world:
Employs the best literary talent. Edward Egglesnot get upon the edges of them, put an end ton’s
serial story is just beginning; back chapters
to all further depredations of this kind.
supplied to each subscriber. Mrs. Stowe’s long exto “My Wife and 1” begins in the new
There was surely something more than in- pected sequel
year. Any one w'ishing a good salary AGENTS
stinct in tlii- case in the procedure of the or an independent business, should
AWANTFD.

Godey’s Lady’s

ami yet with u>:
and yet not known
i. wing Us. and
yet not speaking.
Following wheresoe'er we roam.
J ill our journey here is ended,
Uhl. like them, we’re safe at home

*

EMPORIUM!

OF PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE.
Rules of proceeding and debate in deliberative
An
assemblies.
hand-book for every
member of a deliberative body, and the authority in
all the States.
“The most authoritive expounder of American
parliamentary law.”—Oh as. Sumner.
Price, 65 cents. Sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address Thompson, Brown & Co., Boston, Mass.

“TRUE

us,

Tim***

CUSHING’S MANUAL!

We have something still to tell regarding
tiie ingenuity of rats. A family in the country had a fancy for rearing ducks, but
could not well do so on account of rats,
which systematically got hold of and carried away the young ducklings, even from <tc
ton 1>pr d:l> 1 Agents wanted! All
close to their mother. With a view to cir- 4>vJ IU 4>C\J classes of working people, of
cumvent the rats, the maternal duck and either sex, young or old, make more monev at work
for us In their spare moments, or all the time, than
her young were housed for the night under at anything else. Particulars free. Address
<,.
STINSON & CO.. Portland Maine.
a coop, which admitted of no opening for
not
rats
were
the furtive intruders.
The
On
to be so easily cheated of their prey.
to NATURE.”
This First-class Chromo will be given to every
discovering that mother-duck and her famsubscriber to
ily were closely shrouded from intrusion,
they devised a pretty plan of engineering,
Book
which was eminently successful. In the
Whether to a Single Subscriber for Three Dollars,
course of a single night they excavated a
or in a Club of Six. for Fourteen Dollars.
Address
tunnel, going below the outer edge of the
JL. A. CiOlDEl
N. F.. Cor. Sixth and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
to
its
thus
and
interior,
very
neatly,
coup
tfciFSee Terms in Lady's /loo/: for other Clubs. (*#
without producing any alarm, stole every
duckling from under the guardianship of
the mother.
<
Two rats belonging to the same colony

II you eall I shall not answer.
S ou will think me hard and eold
\nd at first you will not listen
l'o the story, often told,
M our loved ones, gone before us.
Waiting safe within the fold.

Knowing

FOLLETT’S

rats.

Win n the seabirds come at evening.
Ami afar you h ar their cry ;
You will think of me, my sister.
\ nd the olden days gone bv.
Y<m will wonder if *1 hear them.
If my spirit still is nigh.

Far beyond

the surface of the milk in her

dairy was often interfered with. At first
she suspected that some of her children had

Htto Ytrfjcrtiscmcitts.

ALKEB, PUladMidda.
3ml5

Candy
COCOA NUT CAKES Molasses Cream
at
Fresh every week at MITCHELL’S

Made three times

a

week

MITCHELL’S

